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Abstract 

Separation of liquid mixtures is crucial in many industries including petrochemicals, mining, 

leather, food, steel and metal processing. Conventional separation technologies such as distillation 

and liquid-liquid extraction are limited by high energy consumption, the inability to separate 

azeotropes (constant boiling mixture) or post treatment after separation. Therefore, there is a dire 

need to develop an energy efficient methodology to separate liquid mixtures. 

Absorption is a promising alternative that can separate liquid mixtures by selectively 

absorbing one phase over the other. In this work, we report a hydrophilic (water-loving) and 

oleophobic (oil-hating) hydrogel by copolymerizing N-Isopropylacrylamide (NIPAM) with 

1H,1H,2H,2H-Heptadecafluorodecyl acrylate (F-acrylate) (F-NIPAM). Our F-NIPAM can 

selectively absorb polar liquids while repelling non-polar liquids. Utilizing selective absorption, 

we demonstrate separation of both immiscible oil-water mixtures and miscible polar-non-polar 

liquid mixtures including heptane-ethanol and methanol-methyl oleate. Our F-NIPAM’s selective 

absorption can be characterized by the Flory-Huggins polymer-solvent interaction parameter (). 

The  values of our F-NIPAM with polar liquids are ≤ 0.5 while that with non-polar liquids are 

greater than 0.5. Guided by the above principles, we also demonstrate separation of miscible polar-

polar liquids by increasing the  value for only one phase greater than 0.5. We also show that our 

F-NIPAM can release the absorbed liquid either by the application of mild heat or by submerging 

in an aqueous sodium chloride (NaCl) solution. Finally, we engineer an apparatus that allows for 

continuous separation of liquid mixtures and in situ release of the absorbed liquid from our F-

NIPAM. Utilizing the apparatus, we successfully demonstrate the separation of oil-water mixtures 

and simultaneous recovery of the absorbed water. 
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1. Introduction 

Separation of liquid mixtures is crucial in many industries including petrochemicals, mining, 

leather, food, steel and metal processing1. By consuming about 4500 TBtu/year, separation 

processes account for one-fourth of in-plant energy usage in the United States2. The major 

separation technologies utilized in industries include distillation3, evaporation4, extraction5, 

absorption6, and membranes7. Among all, distillation is by far the most prevailing separation 

process in industries8,9. It is based on the difference in vaporization of mixture components10. Since 

distillation is thermally-driven process, it is highly energy intensive that accounts for about 49% 

of the separation energy in industries2,11 (Fig. 1.1). Therefore, there is an immense need to develop 

energy-efficient alternatives for distillation. Application of energy efficient separation in industries 

can save billions of dollars of energy costs12. 

 

Fig. 1.1. A graph showing relative energy consumption of various separation technologies13. Distillation, 

drying and evaporation are thermally-driven processes while extraction, adsorption, membranes, 

crystallization are low-energy consuming methods.  
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Liquid-liquid extraction (LLE)5 is a promising technology because it is relatively energy 

efficient and can separate azeotropes (i.e., components of a mixture have the same boiling 

points)14,15. LLE separates a liquid mixture by adding a phase separating agent (i.e. extractant) that 

has a different solubility for the mixture components16. LLE can be operated at a lower temperature 

and atmospheric pressure that allows for energy savings17. One major disadvantage of LLE is the 

recovery of extractant after the separation process2. Typically, the recovery of extractant is 

accomplished by energy intensive distillation. 

Absorption-based techniques have the potential to improve the energy efficiency by an 

order of magnitude than the heat-driven separation methods such as distillation12. Absorption is a 

simple method in which an absorbing material (absorbent) can be directly submerged into the 

liquid mixture6,18. In order for effective separation of liquids using absorption, the absorbents 

should selectively absorb one phase over the other in a liquid mixture19. Such a selective absorption 

can be achieved when the absorbents have preferential wettability (Fig. 1.2). For instance, the 

absorbents that can be wet by oil (oleophilic, OL) while repelling water (hydrophobic, HP) can 

typically absorb oil and repel water20,21. As a result, such OL/HP absorbents can selectively absorb 

oil from an oil-water mixture22,23. Similar to OL/HP materials, a material can selectively absorb 

water (hydrophilic, HL) while repelling oil (oleophobic, OP) can also separate oil-water mixtures 

24. However, fabricating HL/OP has been considered challenging because the surface tension of 

water (water = 72.1 mN/m)25 is significantly higher than oils (oil = 20-30 mN/m)26. HL/OP 

materials have the advantage of efficient separation of liquid mixtures with prolonged lifespan 

because of their antifouling properties19,27. 
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Fig. 1.2. An image showing oil and water contacting on oleophilic/hydrophobic (OL/HP) surface. On the 

surface, oil can wet the surface while water is repelled. Scale bar: 1 cm. 

In this work, we fabricated hydrogel (absorbent) with selective wettability (HL/OP) and 

demonstrated that it can separate liquid mixtures by selective absorption. We fabricated our HL/OP 

hydrogel by copolymerizing N-Isopropylacrylamide (NIPAM) and 1H,1H,2H,2H-Perfluorodecyl 

acrylate (F-acrylate) resulting in hydrophilic and oleophobic F-NIPAM. The intrinsic 

hydrophilicity of NIPAM combined with a low surface energy material (F-acrylate) provided 

unique HL/OP wettability. Our F-NIPAM can selectively absorb polar liquids (e.g. water and 

alcohols) while repelling non-polar liquids (oils) resulting in effective separation of liquids. We 

also demonstrated that our F-NIPAM can selectively absorb one phase over the other from either 

miscible polar-non-polar liquid mixtures such as ethanol (polar)-heptane (non-polar) and methanol 

(polar)-methyl oleate (non-polar) or polar-polar liquid mixtures including water-DMF and water-

ethanol. We also studied the relation of Flory-Huggins28,29 polymer-solvent interaction parameter 

() and our F-NIPAM’s absorption behavior. We found that our F-NIPAM can selectively absorb 

one phase over the other if the  value for the phase 1 is significantly lower than the other 2 (i.e. 

1 << 2) and 1 ≤ 0.5. We further demonstrated that the absorbed liquid can be recovered from F-

NIPAM by either heat or the presence sodium chloride ions. In the heat assisted method, the 
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absorbed water can be recovered with a mild heat treatment to increase the temperature to 33C. 

As NIPAM is thermo-responsive, the absorbed water is released at a temperature (T = 33C) above 

the lower critical transition temperature (LCST) (T ≈ 29C) of our F-NIPAM. We also 

demonstrated that the absorbed ethanol can be released by submerging our F-NIPAM in an 

aqueous sodium chloride (NaCl) solution. Finally, we engineered a continuous separation 

apparatus that allows for simultaneous separation of liquid mixtures and recovery of the absorbed 

liquids.  
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2. Background 

2.1. Fundamentals of Surface Wettability 

Surface wetting is observed when a liquid droplet contacts a surface. The contacting liquid droplet 

can either spread or get repelled by the surface30,31. This surface wettability can be characterized 

by the contact angle between the liquid and solid surface32,33. The contact angle for a liquid droplet 

on a smooth surface is given by the following Young’s relation34: 

cos SV SL

LV


  




 
 (1) 

where  is Young’s contact angle and SV , LV ,
SL  refer to the solid surface energy, liquid surface 

tension and the solid-liquid interfacial tension, respectively. Depending on these interfacial 

energies between the solid surface, liquid and air, a liquid exhibits higher or lower contact angle 

on a surface35. Fig. 2.1 shows a liquid droplet contacting on a smooth surface. 

 

Fig. 2.1. A schematic illustrating a contact of a liquid droplet on a smooth surface. 

It can be inferred from the Young’ relation34 (Eqn. 1) that the Young’s contact angle () 

increases with a decrease in the solid surface energy ( SV ). The wettability of surfaces can be 

grouped into four categories36 based on water contact angles: (i) superhydrophilic (SHL) when 
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water  0, (ii) hydrophilic (HL) when water < 90, (iii) hydrophobic (HP) when 90 < water < 150, 

and (iv) superhydrophobic (SHP) when *water > 150 (Fig. 2.2). 

 

Fig. 2.2. Classification of surface based on the contact angles36. (a) Superhydrophilic (water  0). (b) 

Hydrophilic (water < 90). (c) Hydrophobic (90 < water < 150). (d) Superhydrophobic (*water > 150). 

Scale bar: 1 mm. 

It is important to note that the Young’s contact angle is the equilibrium contact angle on 

an ideally smooth surface. This implies that the Young’ contact angle is difficult to measure 

experimentally35. Therefore the contact angles on a rough surface, apparent contact angles, are 

reported37,38. Apparent contact angles include (i) the advancing contact angle (adv) when a liquid 

is spreading on a solid surface and (ii) the receding contact angle (rec) while the droplet is being 

withdrawn from the wetted surface32,39. The advancing contact angle is typically the maximum 

contact angle while the receding contact angle is the minimum contact angle on a given surface36,40. 

The difference between these two contact angles is called the contact angle hysteresis ()41,42.  

Contact angle hysteresis (i.e.,  = adv - rec) is an important characteristic of the 

wettability of a surface43-45. Typically, a surface with a lower contact angle hysteresis ( < 5) 

along with a very high contact angle (water > 150) for water is considered superhydrophobic (Fig. 

2.2d)36. Typically, a water droplet can roll off or bounce off a superhydrophobic surface46-48. 

A surface can also be classified into four groups based on the oil contact angles36,49,50: 

superoleophilic (SOL), oleophilic (OL), oleophobic (OP) and superoleophobic (SOP). A surface 
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is superoleophilic when oil  0, oleophilic when oil < 90, oleophobic when 90 < oil < 150 

and superoleophobic when *oil > 150. If a surface is both hydrophilic and oleophilic, it is called 

omniphilic. If a surface is both hydrophobic and oleophobic, it is called omniphobic. Similarly, if 

a surface is both superhydrophobic and superoleophobic, it is called superomniphobic51. 

Typically, a surface that can repel oil (oleophobic) can easily repel water (hydrophobic). 

This is because the surface tension of water (water = 72.1 mN/m)25 is significantly higher than that 

of oils (oil = 20-30 mN/m)19,52. This can also be inferred from the Young’s relation (Eqn. 1) that 

the higher the liquid-vapor interfacial energy (i.e. liquid surface tension, LV), the higher would be 

the contact angle exhibited. On the other hand, a hydrophobic surface can be either oleophobic or 

oleophilic.  

It can be inferred from the above discussion, developing hydrophilic (HL) yet oleophobic 

(OP) surface has been considered challenging. Only recently, we53 and others54-56 reported such 

hydrophilic and oleophobic surfaces utilizing the specific interactions between the surface and the 

contacting liquid. This results in lowering the interfacial energy between the solid and liquid (SL). 

For example, when our hygro-responsive surface contacts a polar liquid such as water, it starts to 

reconfigure its surface chemistry to lower the overall free energy57. Such surface reconfiguration 

is known as a flip-flop mechanism22. Therefore, water can readily wet the surface. On the other 

hand, when oils (non-polar) come in contact, they are repelled by the surface (Fig. 2.3). 
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Fig. 2.3. A schematic showing the surface reconfiguration of a hydrophilic yet oleophobic (HL/OP) 

surface22. 

2.2. Repellent Surface Material  

2.2.1. Low Surface Energy  

It can be inferred from the Young’s relation (Eqn. 1) that a surface with a lower surface energy 

(SV) exhibits a higher contact angle for a given liquid. In order to achieve highly repellent surfaces 

(i.e., hydrophobic or oleophobic), surfaces are desired to possess lower surface energy36,58. 

According to previous reports59,60, the surface energy decreases in the following order -CH2- > -

CH3 > -CF2- > -CF2H > -CF3. This indicates that increasing the number of fluorinated groups (CF2 

or CF3) on the surface results in a lower surface energy, and thereby enhancing the liquid 

repellency. One of the most well-known fluorinated materials is Polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE)61. 

It is also known as Teflon®. PTFE is a synthesized fluoropolymer with a very low surface energy 

SV   20 mN/m). It is a chemically inert material allowing for the surface to be cleaned by solvents 

or submersion in chromic-sulfuric acid61,62. It is also stable at a very high temperature ( 250 C)62. 

It is worth noting that the lowest surface energy )SV  ever reported is about 6 mN/m using 

FluoroPOSS (Polyhedral oligometric silequioxane cages)63,64.  
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2.2.2. Surface Roughness 

The apparent contact angle * on a rough surface is significantly different from the contact angle 

on a smooth surface (i.e., the Young’s contact angle )65,66. A liquid droplet contacting a rough 

surface can take one of the following two configurations to minimize the overall free energy: the 

‘fully wetted’ Wenzel state67 or the ‘composite’ Cassie-Baxter state68. In the Wenzel state, the 

liquid droplet penetrates the surface texture and fully wets the surface. On the other hand, in the 

Cassie-Baxter state, the liquid droplet does not fully wet the surface texture and attains its 

equilibrium with the air pockets trapped underneath (Fig. 2.4). 

 

Fig. 2.4. A schematic showing a liquid droplet contacting a rough surface36. (a) Wenzel state. (b) Cassie-

Baxter state. 

When a liquid droplet is in the Wenzel state, the apparent contact angle * is given by the 

following Wenzel relation67: 
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cos * cosr   (2) 

where r is the surface roughness defined as the ratio of actual area to the projected area of the 

surface. 𝜃 is Young’s contact angle. Here, the projected area is always less than the actual area of 

the surface leading to the value of r always greater than 1. As a result, the intrinsic wettability is 

always amplified. For a surface with  < 90, the apparent contact angle * << 90. Similarly, 

when  > 90, the apparent contact angle * >> 90. As the most surfaces exhibits  < 90 for a 

low surface tension liquid such as oil (oils = 20-30 mN/m), the apparent contact angle (*) for oil 

is lower (i.e., << 90). 

When a liquid droplet is in the Cassie-Baxter state, the apparent contact angle is given by 

the following Cassie-Baxter relation68: 

cos * cos cos cosSL LV SL LVf f f f        (3) 

where fSL is the area fraction of the solid-liquid interface and fLV is the area fraction of the liquid-

air interface. It can be inferred that the Cassie-Baxter state allows for * > 90 even for a liquid 

that exhibits  < 90 on a surface. In addition, it is apparent that a surface would display higher 

apparent contact angles (* >> 90) when the area fraction of liquid-vapor interface is high while 

the solid-liquid interface is sufficiently low. The Cassie-Baxter state can lead to a very high contact 

angle for a liquid with a low surface tension such as oil. Therefore, Cassie-Baxter state is preferred 

to develop repellent surfaces such as superoleophobic or superomniphobic surfaces. 
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2.3. Estimating the Solid Surface Energy 

Owens-Wendt approach is used to estimate the solid surface energy )SV 69. According to this 

approach, the solid surface energy )SV  can be divided into two kinds of intermolecular forces 

as: 

d p

SV SV SV      (4) 

d

SV  is the dispersive component that accounts for the dispersive forces while 
p

SV is the polar 

component that accounts for polar forces such as hydrogen-bond or dipole-dipole interaction. 

Based on Owens-Wendt method, Fowkes70 postulated the relation to estimate the interfacial energy 

of solid and liquid (SV) given as: 

2 2d d p p

SL SV LV SV LV SV LV            (5) 

where 
d

LV  is dispersive component of liquid surface tension accounting for dispersive forces and 

p

LV  is the polar component accounting for the polar forces. From the Young’s relation (Eqn. 1), 

Eqn. 5 for a non-polar liquid ( 0p

LV  ) such as oil can be rewritten as: 

2
1 cos

2

d

SV LV

 
    

 
 

(6) 

Eqn. 6 is utilized to determine the dispersive component of the solid surface energy. Here, 

the contact angle  and LV is the surface tension for a non-polar liquid. Now, to determine the 

polar component of the solid surface energy ( p

SV ), Eqn. 5 and the Young’s relation (Eqn. 1) for a 

polar liquid ( 0p

LV  ) gives the following equation.  
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2

1 cos1

2

LVp d d

SV SV LVp

LV

  
     

  
 

(7) 

Finally, the dispersive and polar components determined from Eqns. 6 and 7 is substituted into the 

Eqn. 4 to determine the total solid surface energy.  

2.4. Separation of Liquid-Liquid Mixtures 

A liquid can be classified into two groups based on the polarity. A polar liquid is composed of 

molecules that have unsymmetrical polar bonds. A non-polar liquid consists of molecules with 

symmetrical polar bonds that cancel each other or contain no polar bonds. Water, alcohols, or acids 

are polar liquids while most oils and alkanes are non-polar.  

When two or more liquids are mixed, they can be either miscible or immiscible. If the 

liquids form separate phases when they are mixed, it is an immiscible liquid mixture. One of the 

most well-known immiscible liquid mixtures is oil and water7,71. Such immiscible oil-water 

mixtures are classified72 as free oil-water, dispersion or emulsions. Free oil-water is a simple form 

of oil and water with the dispersed phase diameter d > 150 m. If 150 m ≥ d ≥ 20 m, it is called 

dispersion. When an oil-water mixture shows d < 20 m, it is called an emulsion. 

In order to fabricate a stable oil-water emulsion, surfactants can be used. The surfactant 

molecules surround the dispersed phase and prevent coalescence of dispersed phase droplets. 

When oil is dispersed in water, it is called oil-in-water (O/W) emulsion. If water is dispersed in 

oil, it is called water-in-oil (W/O) emulsion. To produce O/W emulsion, water-soluble surfactants 

such as sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) is used. W/O emulsion can be prepared by using oil-soluble 

surfactant such as span80. Other forms of emulsions also exist such as oil-in-water-in-oil 

(O/W/O)73 and water-in-oil-in-water (W/O/W)74. 
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Unlike immiscible liquid mixtures, miscible liquid mixtures show two liquids forming a 

completely homogeneous phase when they are mixed. Typically, two liquids of the same polarity 

(i.e. polar-polar or non-polar-non-polar) are miscible. Alcohol-water, acetone-water, benzene-

cyclohexane and chloroform-hexane are the examples of such miscible liquid mixtures. Polar and 

non-polar liquids can also form a miscible mixture including alkane-alcohol and ester-alcohol.  

Separation of miscible liquid mixtures is critical in practical applications. For instance, in 

petroleum refining industries, sulfur, nitrogen and metal compounds need to be separated from the 

crude oil75. Biofuel (i.e. biodiesel and bioethanol) production requires separation of miscible 

byproducts such as methanol from the final fuel76,77. In the agroindustrial sector, the organic acids 

need to be removed from the wastewater to prevent environmental pollution78. Compared to 

immiscible liquid mixtures, separating miscible liquid mixtures is often challenging. Distillation 

is perhaps the one of the most popular technique for separation13. It is based on the difference in 

the boiling temperatures of each component3. However, it is energy-intensive and cannot separate 

an azeotrope (i.e. a mixture with a constant boiling temperature of components). Therefore, there 

is a critical need to develop energy efficient technique to separate liquid mixtures. 

2.5. Methodologies of Separation of Liquid Mixtures 

2.5.1. Conventional Methodologies 

To separate liquid mixtures, various technologies and methods have been adopted. Conventional 

methods include gravity separation79, air flotation80, coagulation and flocculation81, ultrasonic 

separation, and distillation72,82. The gravity separation method is effective for separation of free oil 

and water. Air flotation is the process of separation based on the floating density difference. For 

instance, small oil droplets can be separated from water by increasing the buoyancy of oil. This 
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process is followed by demulsification process with chemicals and heat. In coagulation, the 

chemicals or coagulants are added for aggregation to enhance the separation of oil from water. 

Although they are effective to break emulsions (i.e. demulsification), they are energy-intensive 

and lead to secondary pollution.  

The methods discussed above are effective in separation of immiscible liquid mixtures, 

however, they are not suitable to separate miscible liquid mixtures. Distillation is perhaps the most 

widely used separation technique, based on the difference in boiling points of the components8,83. 

Although distillation is a simple and well-established technique, it is highly energy-intensive and 

needs the thermal stability of compounds at vaporization points84,85. Moreover, the conventional 

distillation is not suitable to separate azeotropes16,86. This is because the azeotropic components 

have the same boiling points. In order to separate azeotropes, it needs to change the operating 

pressure or other chemicals are added to break azeotropes to form heterogeneous ternary 

azeotropes87-89. 

Liquid-liquid extraction (LLE) is effective to separate azeotropes, where conventional 

distillation cannot be used5,14,16. In this method, the components of liquid mixtures are separated 

with the help of another insoluble liquid (i.e. extractant) which has a different solubility for the 

components5. As a result, when an extractant is added into the mixtures, phase separation occurs. 

Effective liquid-liquid extraction can be achieved by increasing the interfacial area between the 

two phases and an extractant. This can be achieved by ultrasonicating or pumping the liquids 

through highly tortuous columns90,91. Emulsification can also enhance the LLE process by 

providing a large interfacial area between the phases and an extractant92,93. However, subsequent 
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separation of these emulsions is often challenging. Further, post-treatment to recover the extractant 

and clean the residual liquid is needed.  

2.5.2. Membrane-Based Separation 

It is apparent that the conventional separation methods including distillation3, liquid-liquid 

extraction5 are limited by either a large energy consumption, excessive cost, or secondary 

pollution. Membrane-based separation techniques are versatile and relatively energy efficient (i.e. 

in the order of thousands of times more energy efficient) than heat driven distillation85.  

Membranes can separate liquid mixture by allowing one phase to permeate through while 

the other phase is retained13. The phase that passes through the membrane is called as the permeate 

while the phase that is retained by the membrane is called as the retentate. In the membrane-based 

separation, the mass transfer occurs with the help of a driving force that acts individually to the 

phases of the mixture94. This driving force can be a pressure gradient, temperature, concentration 

difference or electrical potential94. The separation based on pressure gradient including 

microfiltration, ultrafiltration, and reverse osmosis are commonly used95,96. Recently we53 showed 

that membranes should possess selectivity for one phase over the other for an effective separation. 

Such selectivity can be achieved by selective wettability (either hydrophilic/oleophobic or 

hydrophobic/oleophilic)97-99. The hydrophilic/oleophobic membranes allow water (polar liquid) to 

permeate through while repelling oil (non-polar liquid)100. On the other hand, 

hydrophobic/oleophilic membranes allow oil to permeate through while repelling water. We53 and 

others27,101 found that hydrophilic/oleophobic membranes exhibit highly resistance to fouling by 

oil.  
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2.5.3. Absorption 

Absorption is the process that a liquid enters to an absorbent (solid) and gets retained102,103. As it 

can be performed at ambient conditions (i.e. room temperature and one atmospheric pressure), it 

allows for energy-efficient separation of liquid mixtures. One advantage of absorption-based 

separation technique is that an absorbing material (absorbent) can be directly applied to the liquid 

mixture, unlike the membrane-based filtration where a liquid mixture needs to be passed through 

the filtration apparatus104. Moreover, membrane-based separation requires both a special apparatus 

to mount the membranes and an external driving force (e.g., pressure gradient, concentration 

difference, and potential difference) to force the feed liquid mixtures through the membrane94. 

Compared to membrane-based separation, absorption is a simple and straightforward process. 

Different forms and types of absorbent materials have been studied for separating 

liquids18,105-107. Natural materials (cotton, floss, kapok, and wool), minerals (zeolites, clay, 

aerogels, graphite and activated carbon) and polymers (polyurethane forms, rubbers, and 

polypropylene) are used. The absorbents can be in the form of porous media, particles, gels, and 

nanocomposites. For an effective separation of liquids, the absorbents should selectively absorb 

one phase over the other in the liquid mixture23,108,109. Such selective absorption can be achieved 

by possessing preferential wettability.  
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Fig. 2.5. Hydrophobic/oleophilic melamine sponges for oil-water separation. (a) Removal of hexane from 

the water. (b) Removal of dichloromethane from the water110. 

For instance, hydrophobic and oleophilic absorbents can absorb oil while repelling water 

that can lead to an effective separation of oil-water mixtures. Lei et. al110 reports hydrophobic and 

oleophilic sponges that can selectively absorb oil from the oil-water mixture with high separation 

efficiency (Fig. 2.5). The sponges were melamine polymers that were submerged in alkali lignin 

and carbodiimide-modified diphenylmethane diisocyanate to obtain highly hydrophobic yet 

oleophilic wettability. 

Although there are numerous reports of hydrophobic and oleophilic (HP/OL) absorbents 

for separating oil-water mixtures, hydrophilic and oleophobic (HL/OP) absorbents have been 

considered challenging to fabricate since water surface tension (water = 72.1 mN/m)25 is 

significantly higher than that of oil (oil = 20-30 mN/m)26.  
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Fig. 2.6. Hydrophilic and oleophobic sponge selectively absorbing water from the oil-water mixture24. 

Only recently, a few groups fabricated hydrophilic and oleophobic absorbents19,24. Fig. 2.6 

shows that hydrophilic and oleophobic sponge can effectively separate an oil-water mixture by 

selectively absorbing water. The absorbent was prepared by dipping the melamine sponge in a 

perfluorinated solution. The motion of hydrophilic/oleophobic (HL/OP) sponges could be easily 

controlled by a magnet.  

Recently, there has been a development of smart absorbents that can switch their 

wettability in response to pH change111, electric-field112, magnetic-field113 or light114. However, 

these absorbents have been limited to separation of immiscible liquid mixtures such as oil and 

water. Separating miscible liquids such as heptane-ethanol or azeotropes is far difficult than 

separating immiscible liquid mixtures. Typically, separation of miscible liquids is accomplished 

by distillation which requires an elevated temperature or high operating pressure. To our 

knowledge, there are no reports of separation of miscible liquids such as ethanol-water and the 

azeotropes at ambient conditions (i.e. room temperature and one atmospheric pressure) using 

selective absorption. 
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2.6. Hydrogels 

Hydrogels are three dimensional, cross-linked networks of polymer that can swell extensively 

without dissolving in polar liquids (e.g. water)115. Hydrogels have the ability to retain the absorbed 

liquid (water) in their cross-linked network. This is different from the sponges which readily may 

lose the absorbed liquid. Hydrogels can easily conform to the shape of that they are applied. 

Therefore, they can be prepared in different shapes and sizes (either micro- or nano-)116. In 

addition, their biocompatibility and intrinsic hydrophilicity allow them to be used in a wide range 

of different applications including drug delivery117, separation118, contact lenses119, 

superabsorbents120, and wound dressings121.  

Hydrogels can be classified into physical or chemical gels depending on how their 

networks are crosslinked116,122. In physical gels, the networks are held together either by polymer 

chain entanglements or by physical interactions such as hydrogen bond, ionic bond or 

hydrophobic-hydrophobic interactions. On the other hand, chemical gels possess network cross-

linked by covalent bonding. Hydrogels can also be divided into natural or synthetic 

hydrogels122,123. Examples of natural hydrogels include proteins like collagen and polysaccharides 

like chitosan and dextran. Examples of synthetic hydrogels include acrylamide, ethylene glycol, 

and lactic acid.  

2.7. Thermo-responsive Hydrogel 

Thermo-responsive hydrogels are unique because they can undergo conformational (shape) 

changes with changes in temperature124,125. N-Isopropylacrylamide (NIPAM) is perhaps the most 

extensively studied thermo-responsive hydrogel that can transition from coil to globule structure 

in response to change in temperature125. The temperature at which the transition takes place is 
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called the lower critical solution temperature (LCST)125,126. It is well-known that the LCST of 

NIPAM is about 32°C127-129. When the temperature is below the LCST, NIPAM can absorb water 

and swell. When the temperature is above the LCST, NIPAM releases the absorbed water and 

shrinks130. 

 

Fig. 2.7. A schematic of NIPAM molecular structure indicating its hydrophobic and hydrophilic groups. 

Fig. 2.7. shows the chemical structure of NIPAM. NIPAM possesses both hydrophilic 

amide group (-CONH) and hydrophobic isopropyl group (-CH(CH3)2). When NIPAM contacts 

water below its LCST ( 32°C)127, it hydrogen bonds with water through its amide group131,132. 

Simultaneously, the isopropyl group involves in hydrophobic hydration133. Such hydrophobic 

hydration allows water to form a cage (i.e. hydration shell) around the isopropyl group. Forming 

hydration shell is energetically favorable since water molecules form stronger hydrogen bonds 

with NIPAM than when they are freely located134. When the temperature increases above the 

LCST, the hydrophobic interaction between the isopropyl groups driven by entropic contribution 

prevails resulting in the polymer collapse releasing water from the network127,135.  
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Swelling behavior of hydrogels can be determined by the Flory-Huggins polymer-solvent 

interaction parameter ()28,29. The  parameter, a measure of the strength of repulsive interaction 

between a polymer and solvent, can characterize the tendency of swelling a hydrogel in a 

solvent136. For example, a lower value of  with a solvent indicates a good solvent for the 

hydrogel137. It is known that the limiting value of the  parameter for a ‘marginal solvent’ is 0.5136. 

When  ≤ 0.5, a polymer is soluble in a solvent in all compositions, which is also true for the 

swelling hydrogels136,138. 

The interaction parameter  can be estimated by Hansen solubility parameters137 as: 

     
2 2 2

2 1 2 1 2 10.25 0.25D D P P H H
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(8) 

where D, P, and H are the Hansen solubility parameters accounting for dispersive, polar and 

hydrogen bonding interactions respectively. V is the molar volume of the solvent, R is the universal 

gas constant, T is the absolute temperature.  is a correction factor, typically 0.35. It is apparent 

from Eqn. 8 that the  value is smaller when the Hansen solubility parameters between the polymer 

and solvent are closer. It is also reported that similar solubility parameters between a polymer and 

a solvent indicate extensive swelling of a hydrogel in a given solvent139. The Hansen solubility 

parameters can be determined from the group contribution method of Hoftyzer and Van 

Krevelen140,141 as: 
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where Fdi, Fpi and Ehi are the group contributions to the dispersion, polar and hydrogen-bonding 

respectively. The group contributions (Fdi, Fpi and Ehi) for different structural groups are given in 

Table 2.1. 

Table 2.1. A table showing the group contributions for different structural groups for Hoftyzer-Van 

Krevelen method141. 

Structural groups Fdi (
3

MJ/m /mol ) Fpi (
3

MJ/m /mol ) Ehi (J/mol) 

-CH3 420 0 0 

-CH2- 270 0 0 

>CH- 80 0 0 

=CH2 400 0 0 

=CH- 200 0 0 

=C< 70 0 0 

>C< -70 0 0 

-F 220 - - 

-Cl 450 550 400 

-Br 550 - - 

-CN 430 1,100 2,500 

-OH- 210 500 20,000 

-O- 100 400 3,000 

-COH 470 800 4,500 

-CO- 290 770 2,000 

-NH- 160 210 3,100 
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>N- 20 800 5,000 

-NO2- 500 1,070 1,500 

 

2.8. Absorption and Swelling Behavior of Hydrogel 

Swelling is a unique phenomenon of hydrogel115. It is a continuous process that occurs from the 

combined effect of solvent transport and polymer network deformation. It depends on the 

interaction between a polymer and solvent. When a hydrogel contacts a thermodynamically 

compatible solvent, the solvation of polymer chains causes the network to expand. As a result, the 

solvent molecules are absorbed into the polymer network. The solvent transport in the network is 

favored by osmotic pressure difference. On the other hand, it is opposed by the elastic retraction 

force due the presence of covalent or physical cross-linking junctions in the network. Balancing 

of these osmotic and retraction forces allows the hydrogel to reach an equilibrium swelling state142. 

Different models have been presented to describe the kinetics of hydrogel swelling143,144. 

In most of the cases, swelling kinetics can be described by the first-order rate equation. This is a 

simplified form of the rigorous and formal equation provided by Li and Tanaka144-147. In the first 

order kinetics, the swelling at any given time (t) is proportional to the remaining uptake of swelling 

medium at that particular time148.  

 eq

dU
k U U

dt
   

(10) 

where Ueq is the equilibrium uptake of a solvent in the hydrogel, U is the uptake at any given time 

(t), k is the rate constant. The solution of Eqn.10 is:  
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eqU U e   (11) 

Eqn. 11 gives the uptake of a solvent at a particular time as a function of equilibrium uptake 

and the rate constant. The swelling ratio (S.R.) is defined as: 

. . o

s s

W WU
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W W


   

(12) 

where W is the hydrogel weight at a given time (t), Wo is the original hydrogel weight, and Ws is 

the weight of the polymer in the hydrogel (i.e. without water). Combining Eqns. 11 and 12, the 

following relation can be obtained: 

. . . . (1 )kt

eqS R S R e   (13) 

First order kinetics can accurately describe the swelling of different hydrogels in water as 

well as their shrinkage. There may be some deviations when hydrogel extensively swells148. For a 

gel of thickness, h, remains constant during the diffusion with diffusion coefficient, D, occurring 

perpendicular the thickness, and the time taken for swelling is sufficiently large, the rate constant 

(k) can be given as148:  

2

2

D
k

h


  

(14) 

During the swelling process, the hydrogel transforms into softer and rubbery gels as the 

solvent molecules dilute the polymer network. The local viscosity is reduced resulting in a slow 

increase of the diffusion coefficient (D). Therefore, when the swelling of polymer is extensive, 

increase in D is compensated by the increase of h2. Since the diffusion coefficient (D) increases 

less than h2, there is declination of k. This may lead to a small deviation from the first order kinetics 

when the polymer swelling is extremely high148. 
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The swelling behavior of a hydrogel can be altered by the presence of salt ions149,150. 

Typically, hydrogels deswell in the presence of the salt ions. Ions can be ranked in the Hofmeister 

series, which is based on the capability of ions to precipitate out proteins from an aqueous 

solution150. It is reported that anions can affect water molecules associated with the hydrogel 

network151. The anions can polarize water molecules that are hydrogen bonded with amide groups 

resulting in a decrease of hydrogen-bonded water with hydrogel. In addition, the anions can affect 

the water molecules involved in hydrophobic hydration around isopropyl groups resulting in 

disruption of water cage formed around the isopropyl groups. This leads to the deswelling of the 

hydrogel. 
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3. Experimental Details 

3.1. Materials and Equipment 

Photocuring of the hydrogel (i.e. light-induced cross-linking) was conducted using the UVGL-55 

handheld ultraviolet (UV) lamp. N-Isopropylacrylamide (NIPAM, chemical formula C6H11NO) 

was purchased from Alfa Aesar, N,N’-Methylenebisacrylamide (MBAA, chemical formula ((CH2 

=CHCONH)2CH2) and 2-Hydroxy-2-methyl-propiophenone (darocur 1173, chemical formula 

C6H5CO(CH3)2OH) were purchased Sigma-Aldrich. 1H,1H,2H,2H-Heptadecafluorodecyl 

acrylate (F-acrylate, chemical structure H2C=CHCO2CH2CH2(CF2)7CF3) was purchased from 

Acros Organics. Sylgard® 184 silicone elastomer kit (base and the curing agent) was purchased 

from Dow Corning Corporation. 

Contact angle measurements were conducted using Ramé-hart 190-U1 contact angle 

goniometer. Liquids n-hexadecane (Alfa Aesar), dodecane (Acros Organics), n-heptane (Fisher 

Scientific), ethanol (Fisher Scientific), and deionized (DI) water filtered from Milli-Q® Advantage 

A10® System were utilized. Glass slides were purchased from Fisher Scientific. Various alcohols 

including methanol (Fisher Scientific), butanol (Acros Organics), pentanol (Alfa Aesar), hexanol 

(Alfa Aesar) and heptanol (Alfa Aesar) were used for the absorption experiments. Surfactants 

sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) and span80 were purchased from Fisher Scientific and TCI (Tokyo 

chemical industries) America respectively. The refractive index measurements were performed 

using r2i300 automatic refractometer purchased from Reichert Technologies. Experiments at 

elevated temperatures were performed using the Ramé-hart hot plate (contact angle analysis) and 

Fisher Scientific Isotemp (absorption experiments). 
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3.2. Methodologies 

3.2.1. Fabrication of Fluorinated NIPAM (F-NIPAM) 

NIPAM monomer, MBAA cross-linker and darocur 1173 photo initiator were mixed in the weight 

ratio of 97:1:2. DI water was added to the mixture making the total concentration of 200 mg/mL. 

The mixture was then stirred for 30 minutes to make a monomer solution. Next, F-acrylate solution 

was prepared by dissolving the F-acrylate in ethanol with the total concentration same as monomer 

solution. The resulting F-acrylate and monomer solution were mixed in the desired proportion and 

stirred vigorously for 30 minutes to make F-NIPAM solution. Of note, the solutions were prepared 

in dark to prevent light exposure and unexpected cross-linking.  

F-NIPAM solution of a given volume was pipetted out and exposed to ultraviolet light 

(UV-A,  = 365 nm) for the cross-linking. The cross-linked F-NIPAM was prepared either as a 

thin film or a cubic block of the hydrogel. 

3.2.1.1. Preparation of a Smooth F-NIPAM Film 

F-NIPAM films were prepared by drop casting of F-NIPAM solution in a glass slide. 300 L of 

F-NIPAM solution was drop casted on a 2 cm  2 cm glass slide. The solution on the glass slide 

was then exposed to UV-A for 10 minutes to allow the cross-linking process to occur. The distance 

between the UV-A lamp and glass slide was set to 10 cm. We found that the thickness is about 100 

m. 

3.2.1.2. Preparation of F-NIPAM Blocks 

F-NIPAM blocks were prepared by pouring F-NIPAM solution in a cubic polydimethylsiloxane 

(PDMS) mold. 1 mL of F-NIPAM solution was pipetted out and carefully poured into the cavity 
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of the PDMS molds. The solution in the PDMS molds was then exposed to UV-A for 15 minutes 

for cross-linking. 

3.2.2. Characterization of F-NIPAM 

Chemical, thermal and surface properties of F-NIPAM were characterized using various methods. 

Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) was performed to investigate the effect of F-acrylate on 

the lower critical solution temperature (LCST) of F-NIPAM, Fourier transform infrared 

spectroscopy (FTIR) was performed to ensure copolymerization of NIPAM with F-acrylate. 

Scanning electron microscopy/Energy-dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (SEM/EDS) was performed 

to study the surface chemistry of our F-NIPAM. 

3.2.2.1. Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) 

Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) is an analytical technique for investigating the thermal 

properties of a material. It measures the difference in heat flow between a sample and a reference 

as a function of temperature. When a sample of a known mass is heated or cooled, the DSC records 

the changes in heat capacity from the differences in heat flow and temperature. As a result, it 

allows for the identification of phase transition temperature, glass transition temperature, and a 

melting point of the sample. 

TA Instruments Q200 Differential scanning calorimeter (DSC) was used to characterize 

the thermal properties of our F-NIPAM. 10 mg of F-NIPAM, in average, was placed into the 

sample pan making sure that the sample is not contaminated. The sample pan with hydrogel was 

covered with a pan lid to prevent water evaporation and placed on the DSC heater. The hydrogel 

was then scanned at a rate of 10C/min from 10C to 50C. Of note, the lower transition 

temperature of a neat NIPAM around 32C152 which is within our scanning windows. At the 
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transition temperature, an endothermic peak is expected in the DSC plots135,153. This endothermic 

peak provided the location of the LCST of F-NIPAM. After the scanning was completed, the 

weight of the sample was weighted, and it showed that there is negligible evaporation of water 

from the sample. 

3.2.2.2. Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR) 

PerkinElmer Spectrum 400 FTIR Spectrometer (FTIR) was used to identify the chemical structure 

of F-NIPAM and to ensure the copolymerization of NIPAM with F-acrylate. Identification of the 

chemical structure can be made from the characteristic peaks that represent a molecular or a 

chemical structure. The characteristic peak is obtained from selective absorption of infrared 

irradiation that is emitted to the sample. The characteristic structures present in NIPAM are C=O 

(amide I) with absorption band between 1,670 cm-1 and 1,650 cm-1 and NH (amide II) groups 

distinguishable from NH bending peaks between 1,650 cm-1 to 1,580 cm-1 154,155. Similarly, the 

absorption peak between 1,200 cm-1 and 1,250 cm-1 is expected due to the asymmetric and 

symmetric stretching of the CF2 group of F-acrylate156. Before conducting the FTIR analysis, F-

NIPAM film prepared by drop casting on a glass slide was dried to remove the water vapor present 

in the film. The sample was then scanned at the rate of 5 cm-1 resolution and the absorption peaks 

were monitored and compared with the absorption peaks of NIPAM and F-acrylate. 

3.2.2.3. Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy (EDS) 

To investigate the surface chemistry of F-NIPAM, the energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDS) 

was used in conjunction with scanning electron microscopy (SEM). EDS detects the x-rays emitted 

by a sample when it is bombarded by SEM’s electron beam. During the bombardment of the 

sample by the electron beam, the atoms on the sample’s surface eject electrons. This results in the 
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creation of electron vacancies in those atoms. When the vacancies are filled by electrons from a 

higher state, x-ray energies are emitted to balance the difference between the energies of two 

electron states. The x-ray energy provides the characteristics of the element from which it was 

emitted from. To perform the EDS analysis, F-NIPAM sample prepared by drop casting in a glass 

slide was dried. The sample was then sputter coated with the gold with 20 nm thickness. EDS 

analysis was performed from the SEM images. In the EDS, the presence of fluorine on F-NIPAM’s 

surface is investigated from the spectrum of x-ray energy versus counts of the fluorine (F) element. 

3.2.2.4. Contact Angle Measurements 

The contact angle measurements were performed using Ramé-Hart goniometer to study the 

wettability of F-NIPAM. Here, we used 6 L volume of the liquid droplet in all the contact angle 

measurements for consistency. We found that the contact angle for n-hexadecane on F-NIPAM is 

oil = 90 while that on a neat NIPAM (without F-acrylate) is oil = 0. Our F-NIPAM shows water 

contact angle water = 0 when the temperature is below its LCST (T = 21C). We found that water 

= 90 when the temperature is above LCST. The contact angles were measured with a care under 

minimum vibration conditions. 

3.2.3. Absorption Experiments 

To perform the absorption experiments, the F-NIPAM blocks of 1 cm3 were prepared by using the 

PDMS molds. PDMS molds were prepared from a silicon elastomer kit containing an elastomer 

base and the curing agent. Here, the elastomer base and the curing agent were mixed in the weight 

ratio of 10:1 and stirred vigorously. The mixture was then ultra-sonicated and de-gassed to remove 

the air bubbles trapped inside the mixture. The PDMS mixture was poured into a container of a 

fixed shape such that the mold has a cuboidal cavity. The container with the mixture was then 
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heated on a hotplate at 65C for 6 hours for curing. The PDMS mold was then removed from the 

container. Fig. 3.1 shows the schematic illustrating the process for fabricating F-NIPAM blocks 

and subsequent absorption experiment by submerging the prepared F-NIPAM block in a desired 

liquid. We measured the weight of F-NIPAM before and after absorption to determine the swelling 

ratio (S.R.). S.R. was calculated from the weight measurements with Eqn. 12. In this equation, 

. . t o

s

W W
S R

W


 , Wt is the weight of F-NIPAM at a time t, Wo is the weight of F-NIPAM during 

preparation, and Ws is the polymer weight in the hydrogel. The polymer weight Ws is equivalent 

to 200 mg for 1 cm3 of the F-NIPAM block.  

 

Fig. 3.1. A schematic showing preparation of F-NIPAM block by exposing F-NIPAM solution to UV-A 

and subsequent absorption experiment performed by submerging the F-NIPAM block in a desired solvent. 

We also performed the volume measurements of the unabsorbed liquid and matched with 

the weight measurements. The hydrogel was submerged in a known volume of a solvent for 

absorption. As the hydrogel swells by absorbing the solvent, the volume of solvent in the container 

decreases. After absorption, the remaining solvent volume in the container was measured. The 

difference between the initial and the final volume of a liquid is equivalent to the absorbed liquid 

volume. With the known density and the absorbed volume, the weight of the absorbed liquid was 
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calculated from W = V, where W,  and V are the weight, density and volume of the liquid, 

respectively. This weight was compared with the measured weight gained by the F-NIPAM block. 

3.2.4. Preparing Oil-Water Emulsions 

Surfactant-stabilized oil-water emulsions were prepared using sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) and 

span80 as surfactant. SDS typically allows for oil-in-water (O/W) emulsions while span80 allows 

for water-in-oil (W/O) emulsions. For O/W emulsions, SDS (10 mg/mL) was dissolved in water 

followed by mixing with hexadecane (oil). The resulting mixture was then vigorously stirred for 

10 minutes. Of note, the O/W emulsion was stable during the entire absorption experiments. 

Similarly, for W/O emulsions, surfactant span80 was utilized. The surfactant was dissolved in 

hexadecane followed by mixing with water. The resulting mixture was then stirred for 10 minutes.  

3.2.5. Thermogravimetric Analysis (TGA) 

PerkinElmer Pyris 1 thermogravimetric analyzer (TGA) was used to determine the separation 

efficiency for oil-water mixtures. About 16 mg of remnant after selective absorption was heated 

from 25C to 105C with a rate of 5C/min. The temperature was held at 105C for 10 minutes. 

The weight loss by the remnant was compared with a weight loss of pure oil and pure water to 

determine the separation efficiency. 

3.2.6. Density Measurements 

Density measurements were performed to determine the separation efficiency. We measured the 

weight of a different volume of hexadecane-water mixtures and calculated the density by taking 

the ratio of measured weight and volumes. The density calibration curve is shown in Fig. 3.2. We 

compared the density of remnant after oil-water separation with the density calibration curve to 
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determine the composition of hexadecane in the remnant. The separation efficiency was 

determined from the composition of hexadecane in the remnant. 

 

Fig. 3.2. A plot of density as a function of volume percentage of hexadecane in hexadecane-water mixtures. 

3.2.7. Refractive Index Measurements  

We determined the composition of miscible liquid mixtures such as heptane-ethanol, ethanol-water 

and DMF-water by measuring the refractive index. Figs. 3.3 - 3.5 show the plots of the refractive 

index of heptane-ethanol, ethanol-water, and DMF-water as a function of volume percentage of 

heptane, ethanol and DMF, respectively.  

After selective absorption, the refractive index is measured and compared with the 

calibration curves (Figs. 3.3 - 3.5) to determine the composition of the remaining mixture. With 

this composition and the measured volume of the remaining mixture, the volume of mixture 

components remaining after absorption is calculated. As a result, the absorbed volume of 
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individual components can be readily determined from the difference of initial and the final 

remaining volume of the components.  

 

Fig. 3.3. A plot of refractive index of the heptane-ethanol mixture as a function of volume percentage of 

heptane. An azeotrope composition of 54.5 vol% heptane and 45.5 vol% ethanol is indicated. 
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Fig. 3.4. A plot of refractive index of the ethanol-water mixture as a function of volume percentage of 

ethanol. 

 

Fig. 3.5. A plot of refractive index of DMF-water mixture as a function of volume percentage of DMF. 
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4. Results and Discussion 

4.1. Fabrication of F-NIPAM 

F-NIPAM is synthesized via photocuring157,158 of an aqueous precursor solution containing N-

Isopropylacrylamide (NIPAM), N,N’-Methylenebisacrylamide (MBAA), 2-Hydroxy-2-

methylpropiophenone (darocur 1173) and 1H,1H,2H,2H-Heptadecafluorodecyl acrylate (F-

acrylate). The chemical structure of NIPAM, MBAA and darocur 1173 are presented in Fig. 4.1. 

A mixture of NIPAM monomer, MBAA cross-linker and darocur 1173 photo initiator in the weight 

ratio of 97:1:2 was prepared in deionized water followed by stirring for 30 minutes. The 

concentration of this solution was 200 mg/mL. Next, F-acrylate solution was separately prepared 

by dissolving F-acrylate in ethanol (200 mg/mL). These two solutions were mixed in desired 

proportion followed by vigorous stirring for 30 minutes to prepare a F-NIPAM solution. 

 

Fig. 4.1. Chemical structures of the components, N-Isopropylacrylamide (NIPAM), N,N’-

Methylenebisacrylamide (MBAA), 1H,1H,2H,2H-Heptadecafluorodecyl acrylate (F-acrylate) and 2-

Hydroxy-2-methylpropiophenone (darocur 1173) utilized for fabrication of F-NIPAM. 
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The resulting F-NIPAM solution was applied to a substrate and exposed to long-wave 

ultraviolet light (UV-A,  = 365 nm) for 10 minutes for cross-linking. Upon exposure to ultraviolet 

light, darocur 1173 (the photo initiator) forms radicals that causes cleavage of -CH2=CH- double 

bond in NIPAM (the monomer), MBAA (cross-linker) and F-acrylate (copolymer). Since NIPAM, 

MBAA, and F-acrylate contain similar reactive acrylic groups (-CH2=CH-CO-) in their structures 

(Fig. 4.1), the final copolymer structure will consist of NIPAM, MBAA and F-acrylate159 as shown 

in Fig. 4.2. As can be seen from Fig. 4.1, NIPAM and F-acrylate contain one acrylic group (-

CH2=CH-CO-) while MBAA possesses two. This implies that NIPAM and F-acrylate can form a 

single polymeric chain while MBAA can allow cross-linking of two polymeric chains. This will 

result in a cross-linked network (Fig. 4.2). Therefore, MBAA is critical to fabricate the network 

structure to chemically cross-link the copolymer chains. 

 

Fig. 4.2. A schematic showing the chemical structure of F-NIPAM from NIPAM monomer, MBAA cross-

linker, and F-acrylate comonomer. The variables x, y, and z indicate a number that a given structure is 

repeated. 
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4.2. Characterizing F-NIPAM 

DSC is used to determine the phase transition temperature (lower critical solution temperature, 

LCST) of our F-NIPAM. Previous reports135,160 demonstrated that the LCST of NIPAM can be 

altered by copolymerization. When the added copolymer is hydrophilic, the LCST is enhanced. 

Similarly, if the added copolymer is hydrophobic, the LCST is lowered135. In this study, we 

copolymerize NIPAM with F-acrylate, a low surface energy material161. Therefore, we expect that 

the LCST will be lowered (T < 32C) from copolymerization of NIPAM with F-acrylate.   

 

Fig. 4.3. A DSC plot for F-NIPAM for different F-acrylate concentration. Here, heat flow in F-NIPAM is 

plotted as a function of temperature. The endothermic peaks indicated by arrows show the LCST of F-

NIPAM for different F-acrylate concentration. 

Fig. 4.3 shows the DSC plot for F-NIPAM with different F-acrylate concentration. Here, 

the heat flow in F-NIPAM is plotted as a function of temperature. The endothermic (i.e. heat 

absorbing) peaks (shown by arrows) determined the phase transition temperature (LCST) of F-

NIPAM. It is reported that the LCST of a neat NIPAM is 32C, which is in good accordance with 
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our observation as shown in Fig. 4.3 and Table 4.1. We found that the LCST decreases with 

increasing the concentration of F-acrylate confirmed by the shift in the corresponding endothermic 

peaks to a lower temperature. This can be attributed to the copolymerization of NIPAM with 

hydrophobic F-acrylate. The lower value of LCST for our F-NIPAM is favorable to release and 

collect the absorbed liquid (water) at a lower temperature.  

Table 4.1. A table with LCST values of F-NIPAM with different F-acrylate concentration. 

F-acrylate wt.% LCST of copolymer (C) 

0 31.81.0 

5 31.01.0 

10 28.91.0 

 

We also characterized the chemical structure of our F-NIPAM by using FTIR. For an 

accurate study, the surface of F-NIPAM was thoroughly rinsed after copolymerization to remove 

any unbound molecules and completely dried. The FTIR spectrum was scanned in the range 

between 4,000 cm-1 and 400 cm-1, at an increment of 5 cm-1. Fig. 4.4 shows the absorption spectrum 

of our F-NIPAM. For comparison, the spectrum of a neat NIPAM is also shown.  
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Fig. 4.4. A plot showing FTIR absorption spectrum for NIPAM and or F-NIPAM. 

The characteristic structures present in NIPAM are its C=O (Amide I) and the N-H (Amide 

II) groups. Amide I can be distinguished by the absorption band between 1,670-1,650 cm-1 of C=O 

stretching mode154. The medium intensity peaks of the N-H bending around 1,650 cm-1 to 1,580 

cm-1 characterize the amide II group. For the isopropyl groups (-CH(CH3)2) present in NIPAM, 

the absorption peaks occur at 2,800 cm-1-3,000 cm-1, attributed to the symmetric vibrations of CH3 

and CH2
155. The CH deformation peaks occur between 1,350 cm-1 and 1,450 cm-1.  

The peaks between 1,200 cm-1 and 1,250 cm-1 in F-NIPAM spectrum in the Fig. 4.4 are 

due to the CF2 group from F-acrylate. Similarly, due to the presence of CF2-CF3 end group from 

F-acrylate, an absorption peak is observed at around 1,153 cm-1. The absorption peak at around 

1,741 cm-1 is attributed to the presence of C=O stretching from F-acrylate. This confirms that 

NIPAM and F-acrylate are copolymerized resulting in the chemical structure shown in Fig. 4.2. 
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The characteristic peak at 3,400 cm-1 due to the intense NH stretching is lowered in our F-NIPAM, 

indicating that NIPAM and F-acrylate are copolymerized. 

The Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy (EDS) was performed to determine the surface 

chemistry of F-NIPAM. EDS was performed in conjunction with Scanning Electron Microscope 

(SEM). Fig. 4.5 shows the EDS elemental mapping on our F-NIPAM copolymerized with 10 wt.% 

of F-acrylate. Our F-NIPAM samples were sputter-coated with 20 nm of gold to prevent charging. 

Here, the entire surface of our F-NIPAM is covered by fluorine (F) (see Fig. 4.5b). Fluorine 

originates from CF2 and CF3 groups of F-acrylate. We also found that CF2 or CF3 groups on the 

surface can lower the surface free energy which is critical to achieve oil repellency (will be 

discussed in following sections). 

 

Fig. 4.5. EDS elemental analysis on F-NIPAM surface. (a) EDS elemental spectrum on F-NIPAM. Inset: 

Zoomed in the spectrum to highlight fluorine. (b) EDS elemental mapping of fluorine. The green spots 

indicate the fluorine elements. Scale bar: 100 m. 
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4.3. Wettability  

We characterized our F-NIPAM’s wettability by using contact angle measurements. Various probe 

liquids including water (water = 72.1 mN/m), hexadecane (HD = 27.5 mN/m), heptane (HT = 20.1 

mN/m) and ethanol (EtOH = 21.8 mN/m) were used.  

4.3.1. Wettability of F-NIPAM Below LCST 

Fig. 4.6 shows the polar liquids (ethanol (EtOH), water) and non-polar liquids (hexadecane 

(HD), heptane (HT)) on F-NIPAM at a temperature (T = 21°C) below LCST. Here, we used F-

NIPAM with 10 wt.% of F-acrylate. When the temperature is below LCST, our F-NIPAM was 

easily wetted by polar liquids. We found that water = 0 and EtOH = 0 while the contact angles 

for heptane and hexadecane are HT = 70and HD = 90, respectively. This indicates our F-NIPAM 

is oleophobic. Typically, if the surface is oleophobic, it is hydrophobic. This is because the surface 

tension of water is significantly higher than that of oils (water >> oils). Considering the Young’s 

relation (Eqn. 1), a liquid with a higher surface tension would exhibit a higher contact angle on a 

given surface. Therefore, it is considered challenging to develop a hydrophilic and oleophobic 

(HL/OP) surface with oil > water. Only recently, we53 and others54,55 reported such hydrophilic 

and oleophobic surfaces utilizing the specific interaction of such surface with contacting liquids. 

This results in lowering the interfacial energy of a solid and a liquid. We believe that our F-

NIPAM’s hydrophilic and oleophobic wettability is due to the reorganization of fluorinated 

moieties present on the surface when a polar liquid comes in contact. This allows the polar liquids 

to wet the surface. 
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Fig. 4.6. An image showing polar (water, ethanol) and non-polar liquids (heptane, hexadecane) contacting 

F-NIPAM with 10 wt.% F-acrylate at 21C (below LCST). Scale bar: 1 cm. 

We systematically studied the wettability of F-NIPAM copolymerized with various 

compositions of F-acrylate. Fig. 4.7 shows a plot of the contact angles for various polar and non-

polar liquids on F-NIPAM surfaces with different F-acrylate composition.  

 

Fig. 4.7. A plot showing contact angles of water and oils on the surface of F-NIPAM as a function of wt.% 

of F-acrylate below LCST (T = 21C). 
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We found that water contact angles are water = 0 on the surface while the contact angles 

for oils (hexadecane, dodecane, heptane) increase with increasing F-acrylate composition. For 

example, the hexadecane contact angle on surface of F-NIPAM with 5 wt.% F-acrylate is HD = 

85 while that on a surface with 10 wt.% F-acrylate is HD = 90. We also found that the contact 

angles for oils reach their maximum values on surface with 10 wt.% of F-acrylate. This can be 

attributed to the fact that the fluorinated moieties on the surface of F-NIPAM has reached to its 

maximum density when 10 wt.% F-acrylate is added to NIPAM. Therefore, further addition of F-

acrylate would not result in an increase of oil contact angles. This observation is also supported 

from the EDS (Fig. 4.5) mapping of F-NIPAM with 10 wt.% F-acrylate surface where fluorine 

covers the entire surface. Therefore, we utilized F-NIPAM with 10 wt.% F-acrylate for all 

experiments in this study. 

4.3.2. Wettability of F-NIPAM Above LCST 

The wettability of F-NIPAM at a temperature (T = 40C) above its LCST is presented in Fig. 4.8.  

 

Fig. 4.8. An image showing the polar (water, ethanol) and non-polar liquids (heptane, hexadecane) 

contacting F-NIPAM with 10 wt.% F-acrylate at T = 40C (above LCST). 

The contact angles for hexadecane and heptane are found to be HD = 85and HT = 50, 

respectively. These values are almost the same as those observed on F-NIPAM at a temperature 
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below LCST (Fig. 4.8). It is also observed that the contact angle for ethanol is EtOH = 0. By 

contrast, the contact angle for water is found to be water = 90. This indicates that our F-NIPAM 

becomes hydrophobic when the temperature is above its LCST. Such wettability switch (i.e. 

HLHP) of NIPAM upon temperature change is well documented in the literature162-164. It can be 

attributed to the hydrophilic-hydrophobic balance in the NIPAM network. NIPAM is composed 

of both hydrophilic (amide) and hydrophobic (isopropyl) groups. When the temperature is below 

its LCST, amide group and water hydrogen bond each other. When the temperature is above the 

LCST, the hydrogen bond is weakened and the hydrophobic interaction between the isopropyl 

groups increases. The prevailing hydrophobic interaction results in repelling the water when the 

temperature is above the LCST.  

We also studied the wettability of F-NIPAM with various composition of F-acrylate at a 

temperature (T = 40C) above the LCST. Fig. 4.9 shows a plot of the contact angles for various 

liquids on F-NIPAM surfaces as a function of F-acrylate composition at T = 40C. We found that 

the contact angles for oils (hexadecane, heptane, dodecane) increase with increasing F-acrylate 

composition and reach a maximum value at 10 wt.% of F-acrylate. This is similar to that found at 

a temperature below the LCST (T = 21C). We also found that the water consistently exhibits a 

contact angle water  90 independent of the composition of F-acrylate.  
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Fig. 4.9. A plot showing contact angles of water and oils on F-NIPAM above LCST (T = 40C) as a function 

of wt.% of F-acrylate. 

4.4. Surface Energy Estimation of F-NIPAM 

The Owens-Wendt method69 utilizes the Young’s relation (Eqn. 1) and the Fowke’s 

postulation70 to estimate the surface energy (SV) from the liquid contact angles (section 2.3). 

Adding fluorinated materials to a surface lowers the surface energy. Therefore, the surface energy 

of our F-NIPAM can be lowered by increasing the wt.% of F-acrylate. This results in higher contact 

angles for contacting liquids. We utilized hexadecane and water contact angles on F-NIPAM to 

calculate the surface energy. Table 4.2 lists the dispersive ( d

SV ) and polar ( p

SV ) components of 

surface energy )SV  for our F-NIPAM with various F-acrylate composition.  
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Table 4.2. The surface energy of F-NIPAM with its dispersive, polar components estimated using the 

Owens-Wendt method. 

Wt.% of F-acrylate d

SVγ (mN/m) p

SVγ (mN/m) SV
γ (mN/m) 

0 27.5 45.2 72.7 

5 8.1 5.5 13.6 

10 6.9 2.7 9.5 

20 6.9 3.2 10.1 

 

As described in section 2.3, the surface energy of a material (SV) can be divided into a 

dispersive component ( d

SV ) and polar component ( p

SV ). To calculate the dispersive component 

)d

SV , the contact angle (HD) and surface tension of hexadecane (HD = 27.5 mN/m) were used in 

Eqn. 6. The calculated dispersive component )d

SV  along with the water contact angle were used 

to calculate the polar component of surface energy )p

SV  using Eqn. 7. Here, the dispersive and 

polar components of water surface tension are d

LV  = 21.1 mN/m and p

LV  = 51.0 mN/m, 

respectively. The total surface energy )SV  of F-NIPAM is calculated by summing up the 

dispersive and polar surface energy components. 

Fig. 4.10 shows a plot of the surface energy of F-NIPAM as a function F-acrylate 

composition. The surface energy of F-NIPAM decreases with increasing the F-acrylate 

composition. This can be attributed to the fact that F-NIPAM surface is covered by -CF2-CF3 

groups. At 10 wt.% F-acrylate, F-NIPAM is completely covered with fluorine (Fig. 4.5) leading 

to the minimum surface energy.  
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Fig. 4.10. A plot showing the surface energy of F-NIPAM as a function of wt.% of F-acrylate. 
d

SV : 

Dispersive component. 
p

SV : Polar component. SV : Surface energy. 

It is worth noting that the contact angles of water utilized in estimating surface energy of 

F-NIPAM (Table 4.2) are the initial contact angle (i.e., when water just touches the surface) before 

surface reconfiguration. 

4.5. Fouling Resistance of Our F-NIPAM 

Hydrophilic yet oleophobic (HL/OP) materials has been used in separation of liquid mixture which 

consists of a polar (such as water) and non-polar (such as oil) phases. For example, 

hydrophilic/oleophobic (HL/OP) membranes can selectively allow water to wet the surface and 

permeate through while repelling oil. Similarly, we demonstrated that our F-NIPAM can be 

preferentially wet by water while repelling oil at a temperature below the LCST (Fig. 4.6). We 

found that a water droplet can undercut the oil and consequently wet the surface. Such self-cleaning 

ability is critical to mitigate surface fouling.  
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Fig. 4.11. Images showing oil fouling on the surface of hydrophilic/oleophilic (HL/OL) neat NIPAM. (a) 

Fouled by oil (hexadecane, dyed red). (b) Oil fouling hinder water (dyed blue) to wet the surface. 

By contrast, Fig. 4.11 shows a neat NIPAM (without F-acrylate) that is fouled by oil. Here, 

an oil droplet (hexadecane, dyed red) with surfactant (span80, 5mg/mL) can easily spread on the 

surface. When a water droplet (dyed blue) comes in contact, oil hinders the water from wetting the 

surface and being absorbed. Therefore, it is difficult to clean the oil fouled NIPAM surface by 

applying water.  

4.6. Absorption of Polar and Non-Polar Liquids 

We studied the absorption capacity for polar and non-polar liquids of our F-NIPAM. This is critical 

for designing separation experiments such that we know the required dimensions of F-NIPAM to 

separate a given volume of a liquid mixture within a given time. To characterize the absorption 

capacity, F-NIPAM with a desired volume was prepared by molding in cubical 

polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) mold (see Section 3.2.3). Briefly, the PDMS mold was prepared by 

mixing the main component and the curing agent in 10:1 ratio by weight followed by degasification 

in vacuum oven to remove trapped air bubbles. The mixture was then poured in a cuboidal mold 

of 1.2 cm x 1.2 cm base and heated at 60C for 6 hours for cross-linking. The PDMS mold 

replicated the shape of the mold with the dimensions mentioned above. Subsequently, 1 mL of the 
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F-NIPAM solution was poured in the PDMS mold and exposed to ultraviolet light (UV-A,  = 365 

nm) for 15 minutes for photocuring. After photocuring, the cross-linked F-NIPAM gel with 1.2 

cm  1.2 cm  0.7 cm (about 1 cm3 volume) dimension was carefully removed from the mold.  

All absorption experiments were performed using F-NIPAM with 10 wt.% F-acrylate. F-

NIPAM will be referred to this composition unless otherwise stated. F-NIPAM with known weight 

was submerged in a desired liquid bath. The change in weight is recorded. We determine the 

swelling ratio (S.R.) of F-NIPAM using Eqn. 12 from the weight of F-NIPAM at time ‘t’, during 

preparation and the weight of polymer in F-NIPAM (equivalent to weight of dried F-NIPAM). 

Similarly, the equilibrium swelling ratio would indicate the swelling ratio of F-NIPAM at its 

maximum swelling state. The equilibrium swelling ratio was obtained by submerging F-NIPAM 

in the desired solvent for seven days. 

4.6.1. Equilibrium Swelling of F-NIPAM by Absorption 

Fig. 4.12 shows the equilibrium swelling ratio of our F-NIPAM for various polar and non-

polar liquids. It is worth noting that all the swelling experiments were performed at room 

temperature (T = 21C). We found that our F-NIPAM can absorb up to 11 times the polymer 

weight when they are submerged in polar liquids (e.g., water and alcohols). The equilibrium S.R. 

for water is around 7.42 and that for heptanol is 10.45. On the other hand, S.R. values for non-

polar liquids including hexadecane and heptane are almost zero indicating that our F-NIPAM 

barely absorbs them. 
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Fig. 4.12. A plot showing equilibrium swelling ratio of F-NIPAM in polar and non-polar solvents. MeOH: 

Methanol. EtOH: Ethanol. HpOH: Heptanol. HT: Heptane. HD: Hexadecane. 

The selective absorption for polar liquid over the non-polar liquid of our F-NIPAM can be 

explained in the following manner. When our F-NIPAM contacts the polar liquid, the most 

hydrophilic (amide) parts are hydrated first (Fig. 4.13a) resulting in swelling due to interaction 

through hydrogen bonding. The hydration of hydrophilic parts leads to exposure of isopropyl 

(hydrophobic) group to water molecules, which in turn results in the interaction of the hydrophobic 

group with water (Fig. 4.13b). Particularly, the water molecules interact with the hydrophobic 

isopropyl group by forming the cage structure, called as hydrophobic hydration. After both 

hydrophilic and hydrophobic groups interact with the liquid, further absorption can be occurred 

due to the osmotic difference in the polymer network (Fig. 4.13c). At equilibrium, the driving force 

due to the osmotic difference is balanced by the retracting elastic force of the network. However, 

non-polar liquid such as heptane and hexadecane cannot form the hydrogen bond with hydrophilic 
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moiety or form hydrophobic-hydrophobic interaction. Therefore, our F-NIPAM barely absorbs the 

non-polar liquids. 

 

Fig. 4.13. Schematic showing absorption mechanism of NIPAM. (a) Water comes into contact with 

NIPAM. (b) Water hydrogen bonds with amide group of NIPAM. Simultaneously, hydrophobic hydration 

occurs around the isopropyl group. (c) After hydrogen bonding and hydrophobic hydration, water diffuses 

into the network of NIPAM driven by osmotic pressure. 

We found that the absorption capacity of our F-NIPAM is a function of the amount of 

cross-linker used. This is because the cross-linking density affects the porosity of F-NIPAM which 

in turn affects the absorption capacity. Fig. 4.14 shows the equilibrium swelling ratio of F-NIPAM 

for ethanol and water as a function of cross-linker concentration. It clearly shows that F-NIPAM 

absorbs less amount of liquids when the cross-linker concentration is increased. This is because 

when the cross-linker is increased, the porosity is reduced making it difficult for F-NIPAM to 

absorb liquids and swell. Therefore, it is desirable to lower the crosslinker amount to achieve 

higher swelling ratio. However, too low cross-linker concentration (c.a. less than 1.0 wt.% MBAA) 

result in making it difficult to fabricate the hydrogel in a desirable shape. Herein, we used 1.0 wt.% 

of the cross-linker. 
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Fig. 4.14. A plot showing equilibrium swelling ratio (S.R.) of F-NIPAM as a function of MBAA 

composition. 

 

Fig. 4.15. A plot showing equilibrium swelling ratio of F-NIPAM as a function of polymer mass. It shows 

that the equilibrium S.R. for a given liquid is not altered by polymer mass. 
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We also performed the absorption tests using F-NIPAM with various polymer mass (Fig. 

4.15). Of note, the polymer mass is the mass of F-NIPAM by excluding the solvent (i.e. water) 

present in F-NIPAM. This is equivalent to the dried F-NIPAM mass. We found that the equilibrium 

swelling ratio is almost the same for F-NIPAM with different polymer mass. This indicates that 

the equilibrium swelling ratio for a given liquid is not affected by the mass of the polymer. 

4.7. Relation of Swelling Behavior and the Flory-Huggins Polymer-Solvent Interaction 

Parameter () 

To study the relation of swelling behavior of our F-NIPAM and the Flory-Huggins polymer-

solvent interaction parameter (), we conducted absorption tests for various alcohols including 

methanol (MeOH), ethanol (EtOH), propanol (PpOH), butanol (BuOH), pentanol (PtOH), hexanol 

(HxOH) and heptanol (HtOH). Interestingly, we found that our F-NIPAM can absorb a larger 

amount of alcohols with increasing number of hydrocarbons in alcohols (Fig. 4.16). For example, 

the swelling ratio for methanol (CH3OH) is about 6.43 while that for heptanol (C7H15OH) is 10.45.  

We explain this using the Flory-Huggins polymer-solvent interaction parameter (). The 

interaction parameter  can be related to the Hansen solubility parameters (HSP) by Eqn. 8. The 

relation of  and Hansen solubility parameters (HSP) is useful because HSP values for common 

liquid or polymers are extensively documented. 
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Fig. 4.16. A plot showing equilibrium swelling ratio of F-NIPAM for alcohols with various number of 

hydrocarbons. MeOH: Methanol. EtOH: Ethanol. PpOH: Propanol. BuOH: Butanol. PtOH: Pentanol. 

HxOH: Hexanol. HpOH: Heptanol. 

The Hansen solubility parameters D (dispersion), P (polar) and H (hydrogen bonding) 

for various alcohols are listed in Table 4.3165.  

Table 4.3. Hansen solubility parameters for alcohols165 and their respective molar volumes. 

Solvent H ( MPa ) P ( MPa ) D ( MPa ) V (cm3/mol) 

Methanol 22.3 12.27 15.1 40.7 

Ethanol 19.43 8.8 15.8 58 

Propanol 16.4 6.1 15.8 75.2 

Butanol 15.8 5.7 16.0 91.5 

Pentanol 11.0 4.9 16.1 108.6 

Hexanol 15.9 5.8 12.5 126.17 
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Heptanol 16 5.3 11.7 141.4 

 

If HSP values are not known, we can estimate HSPs by using for the group contribution 

method by Hoftyzer and Van Krevelen (Eqn. 9). The group contribution method assumes that the 

property of molecules can be estimated by adding the values contributed by each group. For 

example, the groups present in the structure of NIPAM is listed in Table 4.4. These contributions 

are added and utilized in Eqn. 9 to estimate the Hansen solubility parameters. We estimated the 

Hansen solubility parameters of NIPAM as D = 19.15 MPa , P = 7.76 MPa  and H = 7.04

MPa . We also estimated the Hansen solubility parameters for F-acrylate from the group 

contributions listed in Table 4.5. The estimated HSPs for F-acrylate are D = 14.87 MPa , P = 

2.74 MPa  and H = 3.97 MPa .  

Table 4.4. Group contributions corresponding to dispersive, polar and hydrogen-bonding for estimation of 

Hansen solubility parameters of NIPAM141. No. of the group indicates the number of times the groups occur 

in the chemical structure of NIPAM. 

Groups No. of group  Fdi ( MPa/mol )  Fpi ( MPa/mol ) Ehi (J/mol) 

-CH3 2 420 0 0 

>CH- 1 80 0 0 

-NH- 1 160 210 3,100 

-CO- 1 290 770 2,000 

=CH- 1 200 0 0 

=CH2 1 400 0 0 
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Table 4.5. Group contributions corresponding to dispersive, polar and hydrogen-bonding for estimation of 

Hansen solubility parameters of F-acrylate141. No. of group indicates the number of times the groups occur 

in the chemical structure of F-acrylate. 

Groups No. of group Fdi ( MPa/mol ) Fpi ( MPa/mol ) 
Ehi (J/mol) 

=CH2 1 400 0 0 

=CH- 1 200 0 0 

-CO- 1 290 770 2,000 

-O- 1 100 400 3,000 

-CH2- 2 270 0 0 

>C< 8 -70 0 0 

-F 17 220 0 0 

 

Using the estimated Hansen solubility parameters, we calculated the  values of NIPAM 

(NIPAM) with various alcohols using Eqn. 8. We also calculated the  values of F-acrylate (F-

acrylate) with various alcohols. The  values of F-NIPAM (F-NIPAM) were then calculated by 

considering F-acrylate a factor of 0.1 (i.e. F-NIPAM = 0.9 NIPAM + 0.1 F-acrylate). These  values for 

F-NIPAM (F-NIPAM) for various alcohols are shown in Fig. 4.17. It is worth noting that the 

correction factor  utilized in Eqn. 9 is 0.35 for all the calculations. 
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Fig. 4.17. A plot showing  values of F-NIPAM for alcohols of various number of hydrocarbons. The  

values decrease with increasing number of hydrocarbons. 

We found that the  values for our F-NIPAM and alcohols decrease with an increase in the 

number of hydrocarbons in alcohols (Fig. 4.17). Since a lower  value indicates a better miscibility 

between a polymer and solvent165, heptanol is expected to exhibit the highest equilibrium S.R. 

among the alcohols. This is true because a lower  value indicates that the Hansen solubility 

parameters are close for a polymer and solvent. As a result, the polymer and solvent possessing 

closest HSPs are expected to have higher S.R. values. This matches well with the results shown in 

Fig. 4.17, where the equilibrium S.R. of F-NIPAM increases with increasing the number of 

hydrocarbons in alcohols.  

It is also important to note that the  values of F-NIPAM with heptane and hexadecane are 

estimated as 0.82 and 1.39, respectively. As these values are greater than the critical parameter 

value ( = 0.5), heptane and hexadecane are not absorbed by F-NIPAM (Fig. 4.12). Therefore, the 
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Flory-Huggins polymer-solvent interaction parameter  can be used to predict whether or not a 

liquid will be absorbed by our F-NIPAM.  

4.8. Kinetics of Absorption of F-NIPAM 

To study the kinetics of absorption, our F-NIPAM was submerged in the desired liquid and the 

weight change was recorded at intervals. 

 

Fig. 4.18. A plot showing the swelling ratio of F-NIPAM in water as a function of time. The swelling is 

shown from the first order kinetic model. exp: experiment. 

Fig. 4.18 shows a plot of swelling ratio (S.R.) for water as a function of submerging time. 

The absorption behavior can be explained with the first order kinetics (section. 2.8), which is a 

simplified form of the formal and rigorous equation provided by Tanaka et.al144. The first order 

kinetics, based on diffusion-controlled Fick’s law, can accurately describe the swelling of different 

polymers as well as their shrinkage148. Here, the swelling ratio (S.R.) at a given time (t) is given 

by . . . . (1 )sk t

eqS R S R e


   where S.R.eq is the equilibrium swelling ratio and 𝑘𝑠 is the swelling rate 
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constant. The rate constant (ks) for water is found to be 0.0023 sec-1. This rate constant is close to 

the value reported in literature154. The rate constant (ks) is related to the diffusion coefficient (D) 

and the thickness of hydrogel (h) from Eqn. 14. Utilizing the Eqn. 14, the diffusion coefficient for 

water to our F-NIPAM is calculated as 7.3  10-4 cm2/sec. 

 

Fig. 4.19. A plot showing swelling ratio (S.R.) of F-NIPAM in alcohols with different number of 

hydrocarbons as a function of time. The swelling is shown with first order kinetic model. exp: experiment. 

Fig. 4.19 shows the plots of S.R. values for various alcohols as a function of submerging 

time. Similar to water absorption, the simple first order kinetic model match well with the 

experimental data. The rate constants (ks) are found as 0.0014 sec-1, 0.0015 sec-1, 0.0025 sec-1, 

0.0040 sec-1, 0.0040 sec-1, and 0.0040 sec-1 for methanol, ethanol, butanol, pentanol, hexanol and 

heptanol, respectively. We found the diffusion coefficient (D) values as 4.4510-4 cm2/sec, 

4.7810-4 cm2/sec, 7.7610-4 cm2/sec, 12.7310-4 cm2/sec, 12.7310-4 cm2/sec and 12.7310-4 
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cm2/sec respectively. The low value of diffusion coefficient for methanol is probably because of 

the low  value of F-NIPAM with methanol (Fig. 4.17).  

It is worth noting that the absorption can deviate from the first order kinetics when hydrogel 

swells extensively. This is because the solvent molecules dilute the polymer network resulting in 

transforming to a softer and rubbery phase. Consequently, the local viscosity decreases, and the 

diffusion coefficient slowly increases. The increase of diffusion coefficient (D) needs to be 

compensated by an increase in the polymer thickness (h) to maintain the rate constant (ks). 

However, the increase of a diffusion coefficient is slower than the increase of hydrogel thickness, 

there is some declination in rate constant k. The rate constant (ks) may decrease which can result 

in deviation from the first order kinetics. 

4.9. Separation of Liquid-Liquid Mixtures 

We demonstrated that our F-PNIPAM is hydrophilic and oleophobic (HL/OP) at a temperature 

below its LCST. We also found that the Flory-Huggins polymer-solvent interaction parameter  

of F-NIPAM with polar liquids (such as alcohols) are less than 0.5 while that for non-polar liquids 

(such as heptane and hexadecane) are greater than 0.5. This indicates our F-NIPAM can only 

absorb polar liquids while repelling non-polar liquids. Therefore, our F-NIPAM can be utilized to 

separate polar and non-polar liquid mixtures. The polar-non-polar liquid mixtures can be grouped 

into either immiscible (e.g. oil-water) and miscible (e.g. alcohol-alkane) mixtures. 

4.9.1. Separation of Immiscible Liquid Mixtures 

To demonstrate the separation of immiscible liquid mixtures using our F-NIPAM, hexadecane 

(oil)-water mixtures are used. 
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4.9.1.1. Free Oil-Water mixture 

Fig. 4.20 shows the separation of free hexadecane and water (50:50 vol%, total volume = 

6mL) mixture using our F-PNIPAM.  

 

Fig. 4.20. Images showing separation of free hexadecane and water using F-NIPAM. (a) F-NIPAM 

submerged in 50:50 vol:vol of free hexadecane and water. Hexadecane is dyed red while water is dyed blue. 

(b) After 5 minutes of submerging F-NIPAM into the free hexadecane and water, the swelling of F-NIPAM 

by absorbing water. (c) F-NIPAM absorb all water within 15 minutes of submerging while repelling 

hexadecane. (d) After separation, almost pure hexadecane is left out. Inset: F-NIPAM turned blue by 

absorbing water. Scale bar: 1 cm. 

As prepared F-NIPAM with the volume of 3 cm3 was submerged into free hexadecane and 

water such that our F-NIPAM can contact both oil and water. Here, hexadecane was dyed red 

while water was dyed blue. The separation was performed at room temperature (T = 21C). Based 

on the S.R. data for water (Fig. 4.12), we expect that our F-NIPAM selectively absorb all the water 

(3 mL) from the mixture in about 15 minutes. In fact, we found that our F-NIPAM can absorb all 

water and become blue.  
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We defined the separation efficiency by 
. .

100
. .eq

S R

S R
 , where S.R.eq indicates the 

equilibrium swelling ratio and S.R. is the swelling ratio at a time (t). Fig. 4.21 shows a plot of 

separation efficiency for 50:50 vol:vol free hexadecane and water as a function of time. It can be 

seen that the separation efficiency reaches about 65% within a few minutes of submerging our F-

NIPAM in the mixture. In 15 minutes, the separation efficiency was found to be about 99%.  

 

Fig. 4.21. A plot showing separation efficiency for free hexadecane and water (50:50 vol:vol) as a function 

of time using F-NIPAM. 

We determined the separation efficiency using thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) (see 

Section 3.2.5). Briefly, about 16 mg of a liquid was heated from 25C to 105C at a rate of 5C/min 

and the temperature was held constant at 105C for 10 minutes.  
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Fig. 4.22. A TGA plot for the remnant after separation of free hexadecane and water. The plots for 

hexadecane and water are also included. 

Fig. 4.22 shows the TGA plot for remnant after free hexadecane and water separation. For 

comparison, TGA data for pure hexadecane and water are also shown. Here, the weight percentage 

of the liquid is plotted as a function of time. It is worth noting that the boiling point of water is 

100C while that for hexadecane is 287C. The loss in weight of the remnant after separation of 

free hexadecane and water was compared with the weight loss of pure hexadecane and water to 

estimate the purity of the remnant. If the remnant is hexadecane, we expect the weight loss in 

remnant to be similar to that of pure hexadecane. Similarly, if the remnant has water, we expect 

the weight loss in remnant to be similar to that of water. From Fig. 4.22, it is apparent that the 

weight loss of our remnant after separation of free hexadecane and water is almost the same as that 

of pure hexadecane. From this comparison, we determined that the separation efficiency for free 

hexadecane and water mixture using our F-NIPAM is about 99%. 
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We also determined the separation efficiency by comparing the density of remnant after 

separation of free hexadecane and water with the density calibration curves (Fig. 3.2). We found 

that the density of the remnant after separation is 0.771 g/cm3. Comparing this density with the 

calibration curves (Fig. 3.2), we found that the remnant consists of almost pure hexadecane with 

less than 1 vol% water. 

 

Fig. 4.23. Swelling percentage as a function of submerged time when the submerged area of F-NIPAM in 

water is varied. Inset: F-NIPAM submerged in water. Scale bar: 1 cm. 

Fig. 4.23 shows the time-dependent evolution of the swelling percentage with a various 

submerged (contact) area of F-NIPAM in the water phase (see inset in Fig. 4.23). We define the 

swelling percentage as the swelling ratio (S.R.) with respect to the equilibrium swelling ratio 

(S.R.eq) i.e.
. .

Swelling%
. .eq

S R

S R
 . We found that decreasing the submerged area of F-NIPAM results 

in a slower swelling. This is because water is absorbed less when the submerged area is low. 
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Although the swelling rate is affected by the submerged area, F-NIPAMs could effectively reach 

to their equilibrium swelling after 120 minutes. 

4.9.1.2. Separation of Oil-in-Water Emulsion: 

We prepared hexadecane-in-water emulsion (30:70, vol:vol) using sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) 

as a surfactant. Fig. 4.24 shows a plot of size distribution of hexadecane droplets in the emulsion. 

The droplet sizes were digitally extracted from optical microscope images using ‘imfindcircles’ 

function in MATLAB. As apparent from the figure, the size of the dispersed phase (oil) is less 

than 20 m indicating that the mixture is an emulsion. 

 

Fig. 4.24. A plot showing size distribution of hexadecane in SDS stabilized hexadecane-in-water (30:70 

vol:vol) emulsion. Inset: An optical microscopic image of the emulsion. Scale bar: 100 m. 

SDS was dissolved in water such that the concentration is 10 mg/mL. Hexadecane was 

added to the SDS dissolved water such that the volume ratio of water and hexadecane is 70:30 

followed by vigorous stirring for emulsification. We submerged F-NIPAM (1 cm3) into 2 mL of 
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hexadecane-in-water emulsion (Fig. 4.25). Here, water is dyed blue and the hexadecane is dyed 

red. Our F-NIPAM selectively absorbs water from the emulsion. After 15 minutes, almost pure 

hexadecane was left indicating that almost all the water is absorbed by our F-NIPAM. We found 

that the separation efficiency reached around 99% in 30 minutes.  

 

Fig. 4.25. Images showing separation of hexadecane-in-water emulsion using our F-NIPAM. Hexadecane 

is dyed red while the water is dyed blue. (a) F-NIPAM submerged in the hexadecane-in-water (30:70 

vol:vol) emulsion. (b) After 30 minutes of submerging our F-NIPAM in the hexadecane-in-water emulsion. 

F-NIPAM became blue by absorbing water while the emulsion became hexadecane rich. (c) After 

separation of the hexadecane-in-water emulsion, the remnant is almost pure hexadecane. Scale bar: 1 cm. 

We determined the separation efficiency for hexadecane-in-water (30:70 vol:vol) emulsion 

using TGA. Fig. 4.26 shows the TGA plot for remnant after separation of hexadecane-in-water 

emulsion along with pure hexadecane and water. We found that remnant after separation of the 

oil-in-water emulsion is almost same as that of pure hexadecane. From the comparison, we 

determined that the separation efficiency for hexadecane-in-water emulsion is about 99%. 
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Fig. 4.26. A TGA plot for the remnant after separation of hexadecane-in-water (30:70 vol:vol) emulsion. 

The plots for pure hexadecane and water are also included. 

The separation efficiency was also determined by comparing the density of remnant after 

separation with the calibration curves (Fig. 3.2). We found that the density of the remnant after 

separation is 0.772 g/cm3. This is equivalent to hexadecane with less than 1 vol% water. 

Fig. 4.27 shows the time-dependent separation efficiency of two different hexadecane-in-

water emulsions with different oil composition (30% and 50 vol% of hexadecane). We found that 

an increase of hexadecane composition in the emulsions does not affect the final separation 

efficiency of our F-NIPAM (about 99 %). We can attribute this to our F-NIPAM’s resistance to 

oil fouling. As our F-NIPAM is oil-repellent yet water-loving (HL/OP), our F-NIPAM can 

effectively repel oil while absorbing water. This can lead to a high separation efficiency even for 

the surfactant-stabilized oil-water emulsions. It is worth noting that separating 50:50 hexadecane-

in-water emulsion is slower than 30:70 hexadecane in water emulsion. This can be attributed to 
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the fact that the contact area of our F-NIPAM and water is lowered due to the high concentration 

of oil phases. 

 

Fig. 4.27. A plot showing separation efficiency of F-NIPAM for hexadecane-in-water (30:70 vol:vol) 

emulsion as a function of time. The separation efficiency for hexadecane:water of 50:50 vol:vol is also 

shown. 

4.9.1.3. Water-in-Oil Emulsion: 

To further investigate the ability of our F-NIPAM to separate oil-water mixture, water-in-oil 

emulsion was also tested. We prepared water-in-hexadecane emulsion (50:50, vol:vol) using 

span80 as a surfactant. Here, span80 was dissolved in hexadecane such that the concentration of 

span80 in hexadecane is 1 mg/mL. Water was added to this span80 dissolved hexadecane such that 

the ratio of water to hexadecane by volume is 50:50. The mixture was then vigorously stirred for 

10 minutes to prepare the emulsion. Fig. 4.28 shows a plot of size distribution of water droplets in 

the emulsion. As apparent from the figure, the majority of the dispersed water droplets is less than 

20 m in diameter indicating that the mixture is an emulsion. 
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Fig. 4.28. A plot showing size distribution of water in span80 stabilized water-in-hexadecane (50:50 

vol:vol) emulsion. Inset: Optical microscope image of the emulsion. Scale bar: 100 m. 

 

Fig. 4.29. Images showing separation of water-in-hexadecane emulsion using F-NIPAM. (a) F-NIPAM 

submerged into water-in-hexadecane (50:50 vol:vol). Water is dyed blue while hexadecane is dyed red. (b) 

After 30 minutes of submerging F-NIPAM. (c) After separation, almost pure hexadecane is left while our 

F-NIPAM became blue by absorbing water. Scale bar: 1 cm. 

Fig. 4.29 shows the separation of water-in-hexadecane emulsion (50:50, vol:vol) using our 

F-NIPAM. Our F-NIPAM (3 cm3) is submerged in hexadecane-in-oil emulsion (6 mL). Water is 

dyed blue while hexadecane is dyed red. After 30 minutes, only hexadecane (dyed red) was left in 
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the container. This is because of our F-NIPAM’s selective absorption of water droplets from the 

emulsion.  

We determined the separation efficiency using TGA. Fig. 4.30 shows the TGA plot for 

remnant after separation. We found that remnant after separation is almost same as that of pure 

hexadecane. From the comparison, we determined that the separation efficiency for water-in-

hexadecane emulsion is greater than 99%. The separation efficiency was also determined by 

comparing the density of remnant after separation with the calibration curves (Fig. 3.2). We found 

that the density of the remnant is 0.772 g/cm3. This is equivalent to hexadecane with less than 1 

vol% water. 

 

Fig. 4.30. A TGA plot for the remnant after separation of water-in-hexadecane (50:50 vol:vol) emulsion. 

The plots for pure hexadecane and water are also included. 

Fig. 4.31 shows a plot of time dependent separation efficiency for span80-stabilized water-

in-hexadecane (50:50 vol:vol) emulsion. It indicates that our F-NIPAM can effectively absorb the 
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water droplets although they are dispersed in the oil phase. Unlike our F-NIPAM, a neat NIPAM 

(HL/OL) shows very slow separation for water-in-oil emulsions (Fig. 4.31). This is because a neat 

NIPAM is easily fouled by oil which makes the water droplets difficult to be absorbed.  

  

Fig. 4.31. A plot showing separation efficiency of F-NIPAM for water-in-hexadecane (50:50 vol:vol) 

emulsion as a function of time. The separation efficiency of F-NIPAM is higher than neat NIPAM. 

4.9.2. Separation of Miscible Polar-Non-Polar Liquid Mixtures 

We also tested the capability of our F-NIPAM to separate miscible liquid mixtures. First, we 

separate a miscible liquid mixture that consists of ethanol (polar) and heptane (non-polar). Heptane 

and ethanol are miscible in all ranges of compositions. Here, we used the heptane-ethanol 

azeotrope (54.5 vol% heptane and 45.5 vol% ethanol) to eliminate the evaporation effect during 

separation process. 

Fig. 4.32 shows the separation of the heptane-ethanol azeotrope (6 mL) using our F-

NIPAM ( 3 cm3). Here, only ethanol is dyed blue while heptane is colorless. We found that 
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ethanol heptane azeotrope becomes colorless after 60 minutes. This is because our F-NIPAM 

selectively absorb ethanol (Fig. 4.32b). By absorbing ethanol, our F-NIPAM turns blue while the 

colorless heptane is left in the container (Fig. 4.32c). 

 

Fig. 4.32. Separation of heptane-ethanol azeotrope using our F-NIPAM. (a) F-NIPAM ( 3 cm3) submerged 

into heptane-ethanol azeotrope (6 mL). Heptane is colorless while ethanol is dyed blue. (b) After 60 minutes 

of submerging F-NIPAM, the heptane-ethanol azeotrope becomes colorless. (c) After separation, F-NIPAM 

became blue by absorbing ethanol while the left liquid is colorless heptane. Scale bar: 1 cm. 

 

Fig. 4.33. A plot showing a refractive index of the heptane-ethanol mixture as a function of volume 

percentage of heptane. It indicates the refractive index of heptane-ethanol azeotrope before and after 

separation. 
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We utilized the refractive index to determine the composition of heptane-ethanol mixture 

after separation. Fig. 4.33 shows a plot of refractive index of heptane-ethanol mixture as a function 

of vol% of heptane. We found that the refractive index of the remnant after separation was 1.3864. 

This is equivalent to  98 vol% heptane. We also compared the volume of heptane and ethanol 

before and after absorption to verify the amount of ethanol (or heptane) absorbed. We found that 

the volume change of heptane is negligible while our F-NIPAM absorbs about 2.67 mL of ethanol. 

The results indicated that our F-NIPAM can selectively absorb ethanol from heptane-ethanol 

mixture. To our knowledge, this is the first demonstration of separation of azeotrope using 

selective absorption at ambient conditions (i.e. room temperature and one atmosphere).  

 

Fig. 4.34. A plot showing separation efficiency for heptane-ethanol azeotrope as a function of submerged 

time.  

Fig. 4.34 shows the heptane-ethanol azeotrope separation efficiency as a function of 

submerged time. We determined the separation efficiency using the RI index measurements. Our 
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F-NIPAM can rapidly absorb ethanol when it is submerged. After about 30 minutes, we found that 

the absorption rate becomes slower. This can be due to the fact that our F-NIPAM becomes 

surrounded by heptane as most ethanol is absorbed.  

Separation of heptane-ethanol azeotrope was further demonstrated by allowing a drop of 

the azeotrope to slide on our F-NIPAM surface. Our F-NIPAM surface is tilted with an angle of 

about 10 to the horizontal. While the azeotrope droplet slides off the surface, our F-NIPAM 

selectively absorbs ethanol from the droplet (Fig. 4.35). Eventually we can collect almost pure 

heptane droplet at the end of the surface. We attribute this to a combination of oleophobicity (Fig. 

4.6) and preferential absorption (Fig. 4.32) for ethanol over heptane.  

 

Fig. 4.35. A schematic showing the selective absorption of ethanol from heptane-ethanol mixture when 

sliding on the surface of F-NIPAM. 

Fig. 4.36 shows the sequential images of a droplet of heptane-ethanol azeotrope sliding on 

our F-NIPAM surface. Here, ethanol is dyed blue while heptane is dyed red. As ethanol is 

selectively absorbed by our F-NIPAM, the surface of F-NIPAM turns blue while the droplet 

becomes heptane rich. Eventually, we can collect almost pure heptane after the droplet completes 

sliding the surface.  
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Fig. 4.36. Images showing selective absorption of ethanol while heptane-ethanol azeotrope is sliding on the 

surface of F-NIPAM. Here, ethanol is dyed blue while heptane is colorless. (a) Heptane-ethanol azeotrope 

droplet starting to slide on F-NIPAM surface. (b) Ethanol is absorbed while the azeotrope slides F-NIPAM 

surface. Absorption of ethanol can be identified by changing the color of F-NIPAM surface to blue. (c) 

Sliding is completed on F-NIPAM surface and pure heptane is collected. Scale bar: 1 cm. 

It is worth noting that the oil repellency (oleophobicity) is important to prevent the oil 

fouling. This will allow for effective absorption of polar liquid (such as ethanol) while repelling 

oil. In fact, we found that a neat NIPAM (HL/OL) is completely wet by the ethanol-heptane 

mixture and eventually gets fouled.  

Selective absorption of ethanol from the heptane-ethanol azeotrope can be explained by 

Flory-Huggins polymer-solvent interaction parameter 28. The  value of 0.5 is the limiting value 

for determining whether or not a polymer is miscible with solvent. If  ≤ 0.5, it indicates more 

attractive molecular interactions between a polymer and a liquid, resulting in absorption of the 

liquid. If  > 0.5, the polymer cannot absorb or even release the liquid. As indicated in section 4.7, 

the  values of F-NIPAM with heptane is 0.82. This indicates that our F-NIPAM repels heptane. 

On the other hand, the  value for ethanol was found to be 0.432 indicating that our F-NIPAM can 

absorb ethanol. Consequently, our F-NIPAM can absorb ethanol while repelling heptane leading 

to the separation of heptane-ethanol azeotrope. 
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We also demonstrated the separation of miscible methanol (MeOH) and methyl oleate 

(MO) mixture. Methyl oleate is a representative for biodiesel whereas methanol is a byproduct that 

needs to be separated. We estimated that the  value of our F-NIPAM with methanol is 0.483 ( 

< 0.5) whereas with methyl oleate it is 1.237 ( > 0.5). Therefore, we expect that F-NIPAM can 

selectively absorb methanol while repelling methyl oleate.  

 

Fig. 4.37. Photographs showing separation of the miscible MeOH-MO mixture with F-NIPAM. (a) F-

NIPAM submerged in MeOH-MO mixture of 30:70. Methanol is dyed blue while methyl oleate is 

intrinsically light yellow in color. (b) F-NIPAM selectively absorbs methanol from the mixture. (c) After 

separation, F-NIPAM becomes blue by absorbing methanol while almost pure methyl oleate is left out. 

Scale bar: 1 cm. 

Fig. 4.37 shows the separation of the miscible MeOH-MO mixture (30:70 vol:vol) using 

our F-NIPAM (1 cm3). Here, methanol is dyed blue while methyl oleate shows intrinsically light-

yellow color. Once our F-NIPAM is submerged in the MeOH-MO mixture (Fig. 4.37a), it 

selectively absorbs methanol while repelling methyl oleate (Fig. 4.37b). After separation, our F-

NIPAM becomes blue by absorbing blue-dyed methanol and almost pure methyl oleate is left (Fig. 

4.37c). Fig. 4.38 shows a plot of separation efficiency for MeOH-MO mixture (30:70 vol:vol) as 

a function of submerging time. We found that the separation efficiency reaches about 98% within 

60 minutes. 
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Fig. 4.38. A plot showing separation efficiency for methanol-methyl oleate mixture as a function of time. 

MeOH: Methanol. MO: Methyloleate. 

4.9.3. Separation of Miscible Polar-Polar Liquid Mixtures 

Based on the success of separating miscible polar-non-polar liquids, we tested our F-NIPAM to 

separate miscible polar-polar liquids. If our F-NIPAM shows  > 0.5 for one phase and  ≤ 0.5 for 

the other phase, it can selectively absorb one over the other. Additionally, a lower value of  

implies a better miscibility of a liquid for a polymer. Based on the aforementioned criteria, polar-

polar miscible liquids can be separated using our F-NIPAM if the two phases show substantially 

different  values (i.e. ideally liquid1 ≤ 0.5 while liquid2 > 0.5). From our literature survey138, we 

found that the  value for water is 0.45 when the temperature is below the LCST. On the other 

hand, the  value for ethanol is 0.43 (Fig. 4.17). Since both  values are less than 0.5, we expect 

that our F-NIPAM can absorb both ethanol and water. It is worth noting that water > EtOH indicates 

less absorption of water than ethanol. In fact, we found from equilibrium swelling ratios (see 
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section 4.6.1), our F-NIPAM absorbs a larger amount of ethanol than water. When the temperature 

becomes higher than the LCST, our F-NIPAM starts to repel water and even release the absorbed 

liquid. This is due to the hydrophobic interaction between the isopropyl groups of F-NIPAM 

prevailing over the hydrophobic hydration by water molecules when the temperature is above the 

LCST. In fact, the  value for water increases with increasing temperature and becomes greater 

than 0.5 when the temperature is higher than the LCST. On the other hand,  value for ethanol is 

independent of temperature (EtOH = 0.43). Therefore, water > 0.5 > EtOH can be achieved when 

temperature is above LCST. Guided by the above principles, we expect that our F-NIPAM can 

separate ethanol-water mixture at an elevated temperature (T = 40C) above LCST. 

 

Fig. 4.39. Plots showing the volume ratio of liquid absorbed by F-NIPAM as a function of the ethanol:water 

(vol:vol). (a) Below its LCST (T = 21C). (b) Above LCST (T = 40C). Ethanol:water of 96.5:3.5 

corresponds to the composition of ethanol-water azeotrope. 

Fig. 4.39 shows plots of the volume ratio of the absorbed liquid at temperature below LCST 

(T = 21C) and above LCST (T = 40C). Here we used various concentrations of ethanol-water 
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mixture including 10:90, 50:50 and 96.5:3.5 (ethanol:water (vol:vol)). Of note, the composition 

96.5: 3.5 (ethanol:water (vol:vol)) is the azeotrope of ethanol-water mixture. When the temperature 

is below LCST, we found that the volume ratio of ethanol in the absorbed liquid is significantly 

higher than the initial ethanol composition in the feed mixture. For example, the volume fraction 

of ethanol in the absorbed liquid is 99.59 vol% although the initial ethanol composition is 50 vol% 

(see Table 4.6). We attribute this to  EtOH < water (  EtOH = 0.43 and water = 0.45). Because  EtOH 

< water, F-NIPAM absorbs higher volume of ethanol from the ethanol-water mixture. 

Table 4.6. Volumes of ethanol and water absorbed by our F-NIPAM below and above LCST for various 

ethanol:water (vol:vol) ratio. Negative signs indicate release of the given liquid. 

 Ethanol:water (vol:vol) 10:90 50:50 96.5:3.5 (Azeotrope) 

Below LCST 

(T = 21C) 

Water absorbed (L) 41 3 -360 

Ethanol absorbed (L) 29 730 1,920 

Above LCST 

(T = 40C) 

Water absorbed (L) -194 -183 -330 

Ethanol absorbed (L) 29 785 1,840 

 

Although our F-NIPAM is expected to selectively absorb ethanol over water, we found that 

our F-NIPAM can absorb a significant amount of water when the feed mixture is water-rich (i.e. 

ethanol:water = 10:90 (vol:vol)). This is probably because our F-NIPAM is mostly surrounded by 

water that prevents our F-NIPAM from contacting ethanol. When the temperature is above LCST, 

our F-NIPAM absorbed only ethanol while repelling water. This is probably because water > 0.5 

> EtOH at a temperature above LCST. Above LCST, the  value of F-NIPAM for water becomes 
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greater than 0.5 indicating that F-NIPAM repels water. Moreover, the  value of F-NIPAM for 

ethanol is constant (EtOH = 0.43). 

We also found that the total volume of liquid absorbed by our F-NIPAM is different for 

different composition of ethanol-water mixture (Table 4.6). Here, the total volume of absorbed 

liquid follows 10:90 < 50:50 < 96.5:3.5 for ethanol:water (vol:vol) composition. This can be 

explained by cononsolvency. According to cononsolvency, the absorption of NIPAM in ethanol-

water mixture is changed with the composition of ethanol in ethanol-water mixture. Previous 

reports have demonstrated that the absorption NIPAM is minimum at 24.3 vol% (7 mol%) and 

increases when the vol% of ethanol is increased further. 

We also tested our F-NIPAM in separating another polar-polar liquid mixture consisting 

of dimethylformamide (DMF) and water. We calculated the  value of our F-NIPAM with DMF 

using Eqn. 8. We estimated the value as DMF = 0.22. Since DMF < water (water = 0.45), we expect 

that our F-NIPAM can absorb a larger amount of DMF than water. When the temperature is above 

the LCST (T = 40C), water becomes greater than 0.5 while that for DMS remains constant (0.22). 

Therefore, we expect that our F-NIPAM absorbs only DMF from DMF-water mixture at an 

elevated temperature (i.e., above its LCST). This will lead to separation of DMF-water mixture. 

Fig. 4.40 shows plots of the volume ratio of the absorbed liquid at a temperature below 

LCST (T = 21C) and above LCST (T = 40C). Here we used various compositions of DMF-water 

mixture including 10:90, 50:50 and 90:10 (DMF:water (vol:vol)). 
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Fig. 4.40. Plots showing volume ratio of liquids absorbed by F-NIPAM as a function of DMF:water 

(vol:vol). (a) Below LCST (T = 21C). (b) Above LCST (T = 40C). 

Table 4.7. Volumes of DMF and water absorbed by our F-NIPAM below and above LCST for various 

DMF:water (vol:vol) ratio. Negative signs indicate release of the given liquid.  

 DMF:water (vol:vol) 10:90 50:50 90:10 

Below LCST 

(T = 21C) 

Water absorbed (L) 670 35 -500 

DMF absorbed (L) 90 608 1,663 

Above LCST 

(T = 40C) 

Water absorbed (L) -100 -209 -673 

DMF absorbed (L) 91 605 1,979 

 

When the temperature is below LCST, we found that the volume ratio of DMF in the 

absorbed liquid is significantly higher than that of the initial DMF composition in the feed mixture. 

For example, the volume fraction of DMF in the absorbed liquid is about 94% although the initial 

DMF composition is 50 vol% (see Table 4.7). Similar to ethanol-water separation, we attribute 
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this to DMF < water. Although our F-NIPAM is expected to selectively absorb a larger amount of 

DMF over water, we found that our F-NIPAM can absorb a significant amount of water when the 

feed mixture is water-rich (i.e., DMF:Water=10:90 vol:vol). This is probably because our F-

NIPAM is mostly surrounded by water that prevents our F-NIPAM from contacting with DMF. 

When the temperature is above the LCST, our F-NIPAM only absorb DMF while repelling water. 

This is because DMF < 0.5 < water at a temperature above the LCST. Therefore, we expect that 

DMF-Water can be completely separated using our F-NIPAM by selectively absorb DMF over 

water at an elevated temperature (i.e., above LCST).  

4.10. Recovery of the Absorbed Liquid 

In order for our separation method to be economically viable and practically feasible, it is critical 

to recover the absorbed liquid from our F-NIPAM after separation. Facile recovery of the absorbed 

liquid will allow for reusing our F-NIPAM for further separation operations. 

4.10.1. Recovery of Water at a Temperature Above LCST 

Due to the thermo-responsive behavior of NIPAM, our F-NIPAM can release the absorbed liquid 

(water) at a temperature above the LCST. It should be emphasized that the LCST for our F-NIPAM 

is found to be about 28C (Fig. 4.3). This allows for water release at a mild heat treatment. Fig. 

4.41 shows the recovery of water at T = 33C. We found that our F-NIPAM can release  1,150 

mg of water. This is equivalent to the recovery of about 82% of the absorbed water.  
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Fig. 4.41. Images showing the release of water from F-NIPAM with mild application of heat (T = 33C). 

(a) F-NIPAM swollen to its equilibrium by absorbing water at T = 21C. (b) F-NIPAM released 82% of 

absorbed water at a temperature of T = 33C. (c) F-NIPAM is shrunken to about its as-prepared state. Inset: 

Released water from F-NIPAM can be collected. Scale bar: 1 cm. 

It is well-documented that NIPAM can release water at a temperature above LCST because 

the hydrophobic interaction between the isopropyl groups in NIPAM prevails over hydrophilic 

hydration. NIPAM possesses the hydrophilic (HL) amide group and hydrophobic (HP) isopropyl 

group (Fig. 4.1). At a temperature below the LCST, water molecules hydrogen bond with the 

hydrophilic amide group. Moreover, the water molecules interact with isopropyl group through 

the hydrophobic hydration by forming a cage-like structure. This allows NIPAM to absorb water. 

When the temperature is above the LCST, the interaction of water molecules with isopropyl group 

is weakened due to an increase in entropy. Further, hydrophobic interaction between the isopropyl 

groups increases resulting in the collapse of the network. Consequently, the absorbed water is 

released. Such LCST behavior of NIPAM is reflected to the change of  value as a function of 

temperature. Of note, the  value for water at a temperature below its LCST is 0.45 indicating that 

NIPAM can effectively absorb water. When the temperature is above its LCST, the  value for 

water becomes 0.55 indicating that NIPAM repels (and releases) water. It is worth noting that the 
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LCST of NIPAM can be controlled by copolymerizing with other polymers. For example, adding 

a low surface energy material such as F-acrylate considered in this study can lower the LCST. 

4.10.2. Recovery of Water and Ethanol Using Salt Aqueous Solution 

Salt ions can induce deswelling of NIPAM and consequently releasing of the absorbed liquid. It is 

documented151 that anions contribute to the deswelling process. First, anions can polarize the water 

molecules that hydrogen bond to the amide groups. This results in the weakened hydrogen bond. 

In addition, anions disrupt the hydrophobic hydration of water molecules to the isopropyl groups. 

We found that sodium chloride (NaCl) can effectively induce deswelling of our F-NIPAM 

and consequently releasing the absorbed liquid. Fig. 4.42 shows a plot of % water recovery of our 

F-NIPAM submerged in aqueous NaCl solution. Here we used two different concentrations (50 

mg/mL and 100 mg/mL) of NaCl. We found that about 98% of the absorbed water can be recovered 

by submerging our F-NIPAM in NaCl solution for 120 minutes. The recovery of water using 

aqueous salt solution follows the first order kinetics (see section 2.8) given as Recovery% = 

(1 ) 100rk te
  . Here, kr is the recovery rate at a given time (t). The first order kinetic model 

matches well with our experimental data with kr = 0.0048 and kr = 0.0011 for 50 mg/mL and 100 

mg/mL, respectively. It is worth noting that submerging in 100 mg/mL allows for a rapid release 

of water. This is because higher salt concentration allows for a greater gradient between inside and 

outside of F-NIPAM. Consequently, it allows for rapid release of the water from our F-NIPAM. 
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Fig. 4.42. A plot showing water recovery from F-NIPAM as a function of time in various concentration 

of aqueous NaCl solution. Here, the water release by F-NIPAM is described by first order kinetic model. 

 

Fig. 4.43. A plot showing ethanol recovery from F-NIPAM as a function of time in various concentration 

of aqueous NaCl solution. Here, the ethanol release by F-NIPAM is described by first order kinetic model. 
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We also demonstrate that ethanol can also be released using an aqueous NaCl solution. Fig. 

4.43 shows a plot of the percentage of ethanol recovery for our F-NIPAM submerged in aqueous 

NaCl solutions with two different concentrations (50 mg/mL and 100 mg/mL). We found that 

about 98% of ethanol can be recovered. The first order kinetics model can describe well our 

experimental data with kr = 0.0005 for 50 mg/mL and kr = 0.0007 for 100 mg/mL. 

4.11. Continuous Separation and In-Situ Recovery of the Absorbed Liquid 

We engineered an apparatus that allows for continuous separation of the liquid mixture and 

releasing the absorbed liquid from our F-NIPAM. In order to achieve the continuous separation 

and simultaneous releasing the absorbed liquid, our F-NIPAM needs to contact a liquid mixture to 

selectively absorb one phase over the other while contacting the salt aqueous solution to release 

the absorbed liquid. Fig. 4.44a shows a schematic illustrating the apparatus for continuous 

separation of oil-water mixture and simultaneous recovery of the absorbed water. Water is 

continuously absorbed by our F-NIPAM. At the same time, the absorbed water is released to the 

NaCl aqueous solution bath. Utilizing this apparatus, we conducted the continuous oil-water 

separation (Figs. 4.44b and 4.44c). Here, water is dyed blue while oil is dyed red. Upon application 

of oil-water mixture on top of our F-NIPAM, water is selectively absorbed while oil is repelled. 

Simultaneously, F-NIPAM continuously releases the absorbed water to the NaCl solution bath. 

Release of the absorbed water can be verified by the color change in the NaCl solution bath (Fig. 

4.44c). After separation, oil remains at the top of F-NIPAM. 
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Fig. 4.44. Continuous separation of oil-water mixture and release of absorbed water. (a) Schematic of 

continuous separation setup. (b) F-NIPAM is placed above and in contact with NaCl bath. (c) When the 

oil-water mixture is introduced, F-NIPAM can absorb water and release to NaCl bath simultaneously. Water 

is dyed blue while oil is dyed red. Scale bar: 3 cm. 

We further engineered the separation apparatus to continuously separate flowing oil-water 

mixture and to simultaneously collect both oil and water (Fig. 4.45a). F-NIPAM is prepared in the 

shape of a hollow cylinder (tube) such that it can contact the NaCl bath underneath it. When oil-

water mixture flows through our F-NIPAM, only water is absorbed by F-NIPAM while oil slides 

off the surface and collected at the end of the tube. At the same time, the absorbed water will be 

released into the NaCl bath underneath our F-NIPAM. Figs. 4.45a and 4.45b show the continuous 

separation of oil-water mixture. The F-NIPAM tube is inclined slightly to allow the introduced 

oil-water mixture to slide through the hollow F-NIPAM. Here water was dyed blue whereas oil 

was dyed red. When oil-water mixture is introduced, only water is selectively absorbed by our F-

NIPAM while oil is repelled. The unabsorbed oil flowed through and collected at the end of the 

tube. Simultaneously, our F-NIPAM releases the absorbed water into the NaCl solution bath. As 

the NaCl bath was colorless, the release of the absorbed water (dyed blue) can be clearly observed 

by the change of color (Fig. 4.45c).  
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Fig. 4.45. Continuous separation of the oil-water mixture when it is flowing through F-NIPAM tube, that 

is in contact with aqueous NaCl solution. (a) Schematic of continuous separation setup. (b) F-NIPAM is 

placed over NaCl solution such that they are in contact. (c) After oil-water mixture slides through the F-

NIPAM hollow tube, it simultaneously absorbs water and releases to the NaCl bath while repelled oil can 

be collected. Water is dyed blue while oil is dyed red. Scale bar: 3 cm. 
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5. Conclusion and Outlook 

5.1. Conclusion 

In this thesis, we demonstrate the separation of both immiscible and miscible liquid mixtures by 

using a simple absorption-based technique. First, we fabricate a hydrophilic and oleophobic 

(HL/OP) F-NIPAM by copolymerizing N-Isopropylacrylamide (NIPAM) with a low surface 

energy 1H,1H,2H,2H-Heptadecafluorodecyl acrylate (F-acrylate). The presence of acrylic groups 

(-CH2=CH-CO-) in both NIPAM and F-acrylate allows for the copolymerization.  

Our F-NIPAM can selectively absorb water while repelling oil resulting in the separation 

of oil-water mixtures with greater than 99% separation efficiency. In addition, our F-NIPAM can 

separate miscible polar-non-polar (such as heptane-ethanol or methanol-methyl oleate) liquid 

mixtures by selectively absorbing polar liquid over non-polar liquid. Such selective absorption 

behavior of our F-NIPAM can be characterized by the Flory-Huggins polymer-solvent interaction 

parameter (). The  values of our F-NIPAM with polar liquids are ≤ 0.5 while that with non-polar 

liquids are greater than 0.5. This indicates that our F-NIPAM can effectively absorb polar liquids 

while repelling non-polar liquids.  

Guided by the above principles, we demonstrate that our F-NIPAM can separate miscible 

polar-polar liquids by selectively making the  value for one phase (water) greater than 0.5. 

Increasing the  value for water can be achieved by increasing the temperature above the LCST.  

We show that our F-NIPAM can release the absorbed liquid with the application of mild 

heat or submerged in an aqueous sodium chloride (NaCl) solution. Our F-NIPAM can release  
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82% of the absorbed water at T = 33C. By submerging our F-NIPAM in an aqueous sodium 

chloride (NaCl) solution,  98% of the absorbed water or ethanol can be released. 

Finally, we engineer the separation apparatus that allows for continuous separation of 

liquid mixtures and in situ release of the absorbed liquid from our F-NIPAM. Utilizing the 

apparatus, we successfully demonstrate the separation of oil-water mixture and simultaneous 

recovery of the absorbed water from our F-NIPAM.  

5.2. Outlook 

Selective absorption of our F-NIPAM has potential applications in wastewater remediation166, 

biofuel production167, water purification and removal of contaminants from groundwater168. As F-

NIPAM can selectively absorb polar liquids while repelling non-polar liquids, our F-NIPAM can 

separate a wide range of liquid mixtures including oil and water or alcohol and hydrocarbons. In 

addition, our F-NIPAM can be fabricated by a simple and fast photocuring method that can allow 

for mass production within a short period of time. Further oleophobicity of our F-NIPAM prevents 

the fouling by effectively repelling oils. This will enhance the lifespan of our F-NIPAM. Lastly, 

the absorbed liquid can be readily released either by mild heat treatment or by submerging it in an 

aqueous salt solution.  
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